
hospitals, ‘formal inspection trips where you have the managers
trailing you round’.

One factor above all others, however, seemed to the CHC work-
ers to hem them in. This was the fact that by being expected to
be concerned only with the health service, the CHC was effec-
tively prevented from ever focusing on the causes of ill health it-
self. ‘Many people come to uswith environmental health problems,
housing problems, the responsibility of the local authority. But we
have no remit to deal with the local council. It is monstrous. We
cannot comment on housing — let alone on work, or industry. Yet
one thing we feel sure of is that it is capitalism that is damaging
people’s health.’ The statistics show that working-class people are
less well than people in higher class groups. ‘But no connection is
ever made between illness, class and stress.’

The problems that come in through the door of the CHC seem to
indicate that ill-health occurs more through the way society is or-
ganised than through the patient’s own fault, or due to some law of
nature. ‘Yet the state is telling people to cure themselves. It started
this jogging craze. They brought out the “Eating for Health” thing,
telling us to eat less fat and sugar. They say nothing about the
fact that they promote the consumption of butter by state subsi-
dies. And that most processed food, like baby food, has enormous
quantities of sugar in it. They put the blame continually on the
victim.’

Joan and Kate felt that it was crucial for the CHC to reject the
notion that it should only be concerned with the NHS. As Kate said,
‘To avoid perpetuating the illusion that there’s nothing that can be
done about the causes of ill-health, it’s really important that the
CHC should be seen to be concerned with what is making us ill.
Health as well as health care.’

This particular CHC have decided, as have many others, that
their most politically productive role is not casework or collabo-
ration with the management, but campaigning. They emphasise
however that these struggles are of three kinds. They are about the
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be done. It’s the worst part of the whole job. Our policy is to deal
thoroughly with everything that comes through the door — but not
to advertise. We believe that would be fraudulent, because there is
so little that can be done. It is not productive to deal with individ-
ual cases. We have decided it is better to work with campaigning
groups.’

One anomaly arising from the inadequacy of the NHS means
that these CHC workers, though socialists, sometimes find them-
selves suggesting to people that they seek help from the private
sector of medicine, from osteopaths, acupuncturists or dentists (for
crowning work, for instance).

A second demand on the CHC staff and members’ time is the
process of official consultation. ‘The Authority can put things on
your agenda. You have to wade through documents coming from
them. More than likely they involve proposals for expenditure cuts,
hospital closures and so on. If we oppose any of their proposals we
are required to put forward alternatives within three months. But
we are just not qualified to answer documents in their terms, it
would be a very big job for us. They have spent years on them, and
we have to do it in a short time. Besides, we are lay people without
specialist knowledge.’

Another complaint of the CHC workers is that, in spite of their
semi-official position and the flood of planning documents they re-
ceive, they lack access to information. They are not allowed direct
contact with lower-ranking personnel in the NHS. ‘Mr. J, our Dis-
trict Administrator, says we must get it from him. He gets two
letters a day from me and must get fed up answering them. He
claims not to know what documents to send us. “You’ll be flooded
with paper” he says. Our trouble is that we can’t easily get what we
want unless we know precisely how it is drawn up, what document
to ask for.’ Nor can the CHC workers easily obtain information by
observation. They are never supposed to visit hospitals indepen-
dently. They (and CHC members) are taken on official visits to
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1973, there were pressures among the various bodies making pol-
icy for the service, on the one hand for tighter andmore centralised
control, and on the other for a formal measure of public participa-
tion.

Under the new management system, the local governing bodies
of the health service, responsible for the hospitals and for general
practice, are Area Health Authorities. They are not elected bodies.
They have members appointed to them by various interested offi-
cial bodies. Above them are Regional Health Authorities and the
Department of Health and Social Security. Within the reformed
management system itself, there is a process of ‘consensus man-
agement’ whereby the top of each profession share in corporate
decision-making. This is accompanied by a complex procedure of
consultation within the system.

The ‘participatory’ part of the mechanism, the point at which
‘the public’ are brought in, is the Community Health Council, of
which there is one to each Health District, with up to thirty mem-
bers. Half are appointed by the local authorities whose territory
the Health District covers. These may, but need not, be councillors.
Of the rest, a third are appointed by the Regional Health Authority
and two-thirds are named by the voluntary service and community
organisations of the area.

The contradictory nature of the CHC lies in the fact that it does
offer a politically useful opportunity to organise and voiceworking-
class opinion on health matters. But it also continually tends to
involve the working class in legitimating NHS policy as decided
above. Joan and Kate had both taken their posts fully conscious of
this ambiguity.

The immediate problem they say they face is a stream of requests
for help from distressed individuals. ‘We don’t call ourselves an ad-
vice centre, but such a lot of people come in. People with illnesses
the NHS can’t cure, people with complaints about doctors, people
desperate for a second opinion. They think you have the key to
unlock the door. They sometimes get angry when you say it can’t
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the parents have to go first to the Head, who knows nothing at all
about the problem.’

Although the teachers saw these dangers in ‘parent and commu-
nity participation’, they also saw new possibilities. The Great De-
bate had at least put the question on the agenda: to whom should
teachers be accountable? And it had opened up the opportunity
for teachers to challenge the way their work is currently geared to
preparing students for a labour market which means dead-end jobs
for the vast majority.

The teachers felt strongly that they had to engage with the strug-
gle about the wider issues in education which, although going on
outside of the classroom, will directly affect what it is possible to
do in it. At the same time they felt strongly that there was a need
for collective organisation and mutual support around what hap-
pens inside the classroom. In this respect they were disappointed
with the union, the National Union of Teachers. ‘The NUT won’t
talk about what happens in class. There is no forum in the NUT to
talk about what teachers are actually doing.’

Community health council workers

A Community Health Council is a peculiar ‘participatory’ body,
half in and half out of the National Health Service. Its brief is to
‘represent the interests of the public in the health service’. We
talked to Joan and Kate, two paid workers in an inner city Com-
munity Health Council, one of whom is its secretary. They were
emphatic that, although the CHC is supposed to be an expression
of public opinion, it can only be understood by looking closely at
the National Health Service management system, in which it ap-
pears to play a necessary part.

The creation of CHCswas part of the newwave of ‘participatory’
bodies and processes which proliferated in the early 1970s. During
the period of restructuring of the National Health Service, around
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to education for jobs. ‘There has been a fundamental shift since
then. What is called “the new settlement” in education involves
a much greater centralisation of power, more control over the
curriculum and, on the other hand, notions of participation by
parents and “community”. What seems to be happening is the
end of the old consensus. The reformism of the Labour Party and
the professionalism of the teachers and the rise of an academic
sociology of education — the influence of all that is on the wane.
It is giving way to the combination of corporate management and
“participation”.’ That is a familiar combination — as will become
apparent in Chapter 4.

As Patrick put it, ‘The move is towards pulling the reins tighter,
more supervision and control from the centre. And that is some-
thing that as teachers we must resist. The thing is — in doing so
we must disentangle what resistance is really in the interests of the
working class, and what is merely professional self-defence. Be-
cause there is an engrained kind of professionalism among teach-
ers that sees the community and parents, as well as the educational
policy makers, as a threat.’

Not that, for socialists, the introduction of more parent participa-
tion (the other aspect of the new deal) would be without its contra-
dictions. ‘Active parents are often quite reactionary. The minute
you start opening up any kind of debate with parents what you get
is their anxiety about what the school is doing for their children.
That is the way the school has been presented to them.’ Parents
often too easily seemed to accept competitive educational values
that socialist teachers may already have rejected. ‘The first thing
black parents say on contact with teachers is “What can you do to
help our children stop ‘under-achieving’ like it says in the newspa-
pers?” They don’t question the way achievement is measured.’ ‘So
we can’t call simplistically for throwing the school open to the par-
ents,’ Patrick said. ‘There is going to be a long and painful period
of negotiating. One thing that makes it slower is the way we as
classroom teachers are kept away from the parents. In my school
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Preface to the second edition

When we wrote the pamphlet In and Against the State we called it
‘Discussion Notes for Socialists’. We hoped that it would be part of,
and bring a new dimension to, the process of building ideas about
how to work towards socialism.

There has been discussion, debate, criticism and support. We
have been encouraged by the fact that people have found our ideas
important enough to spend time talking about them, arguing with
them and working to clarify them. It seems that In and Against
the State has succeeded in speaking to people’s experience. The
response to it has confirmed that this is part of the socialist struggle
where new ideas and forms of action are needed.

We have decided to republish In and Against the State for a num-
ber of reasons. It has given us the opportunity to deepen our un-
derstanding of the ideas we are putting forward, and to bring them
up to date: to develop them in the light of the deepening crisis and
the rapid changes now taking place in the way the state affects and
controls people’s lives. And it has allowed us to respond to the dis-
cussion and criticism of the pamphlet which has taken place.

We do not go from pamphlet to book without reservations. We
have discussed at length the political issues involved in changing
the form of presentation and distribution. The size and layout of
the pamphlet, its price, and most of all the photographs, which we
feel often say as much as the words, will be lost. And we are aware
that by going through a professional publisher we give up our col-
lective production and financing of In and Against the State, and
remove the work of distribution from PDC (Publications Distribu-
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cutting. Above them there are things like deputy and head of lower
school; and finally the Head.’

Mary and Sarah were also very strongly aware of the way in
which the subordination of women was part of the hierarchical
relationships within the school: Mary felt that quite personal ques-
tions were unnecessarily brought into her job interview with the
(male) head teacher. ‘He asked me if I lived with the father of my
child! As if that had anything to do with the way I teach.’

Because ordinary classroom teaching puts teachers under these
pressures, many socialist teachers have sought jobs in special units
which have small numbers of students and relatively high ratios of
teachers. Sarah found teaching in a special unit for ‘disruptives’
allowed her to relate less formally to students and offered the ad-
vantages of team teaching too. Mary and Patrick had had similar
good experiences working in an Intermediate Treatment Unit. But
they also felt that working on the periphery of the system in this
way meant that you did not have so many opportunities to directly
challenge mainstream education practice. ‘You can do incredible
things in that situation, outside this bloody great state machine.
But you suspect all the time that you are being used as a dustbin
for problems the schools can’t cope with. Or that you may be an
experiment that the authorities might misuse.’

Although the basic contradictions in classroom teaching change
little over time, there are currently many developments taking
place outside the classroom which all the teachers were conscious
would affect both the possible ties and limitations of their work.
They are the outcome of what has been called ‘The Great Debate’
on education. It was sparked off in 1976 by a speech by Callaghan,
raising doubts about the effectiveness of the education system in
producing young people suited for employment in industry and
commerce. It developed into a conflict between ‘progressives’ who
wanted to defend their professional autonomy and ideas about
educating people for life, and ‘reactionaries’ who were concerned
to change the education system so as to be more directly geared
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In a situation where O-levels are marked by the proportion of
pupils officially required to pass them in anyone year, and not by
the actual standard anyone child has reached in the exam, the im-
perative for socialists must be ‘to start to try and teach them why
they are failing,’ as Neil said. But since the children themselves
have naturally adopted some of the same values as the school-and
employment system, this can be very painful. ‘I showed a video
film’ said Mary ‘which tried to put across the idea that regional
accents and idiom were not inferior to “standard English”. The
film made the children who spoke “standard English” sound rather
ridiculous. The O-level students hated it. They found it extremely
painful to hear what they were striving to achieve analysed in that
way and perhaps run down.’

The rules and regulations and the expectations of the staff higher
up the hierarchy, however, are never far away from the classroom
teacher, serving both to reinforce her isolation in coping ‘with the
contradictory pressures of the classroom and intervening when
things are not going as they should. The delicate trust the teacher
builds up with the children can be shattered by a directive from
above. ‘Last week some child was writing all sorts of rude graffiti
on the walls. All tutors had a directive to physically search every
child in their tutor group to see if they were carrying a blue felt tip
pen. It puts you in a terrible position.’ The possibility of incursions
from above like this hang over everything the teacher does.

‘Your low position in the hierarchy determines more than any-
thing else what you can do. Your role is very prescribed really.
Although we play with these ideas of changing our role, there is
a very limited range within which you can vary the traditional
teaching role. It is because of the whole way the school is organ-
ised and your position in it. Take me, I’m a grassroots classroom
teacher. I have got a head of year above me, and a deputy; and I
am in a department that has a deputy head and a head. These two
systems, the year system and the departmental system are cross-
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tion Co-op), whose setting up of a socialist collective in this field
we feel is important.

In the end, we have chosen to publish through Pluto: we feel that
this will mean that In and Against the State will reach a different
and wider group of people and, more important, it will ensure its
continued availability and distribution over a longer period of time.

We have made only minor alterations to the original text, try-
ing to clarify it in areas where there has been misunderstanding,
and to simplify our ideas where they have been confusing or con-
fused. It is in the Postscript that we have attempted to develop the
discussion.

We recognise that In and Against the State speaks directly of and
to only one group of state workers. Its main message is about the
frustrations, contradictions and opportunities experienced by the
more ‘professional’ state workers-teachers, social workers, advice
workers, nurses, DHSS workers. We said in the preface to the first
edition what kind of work we do and have done, and the pamphlet
of necessity came largely out of our individual and collective expe-
rience.

We understand, perhaps even better for having written this
work, that the everyday experience of and problems facing manual
and low paid, clerical and industrial state workers will in many
ways be different from ours. But we believe that the basic point
we are making is relevant to those workers, as it is to all workers,
whether in the state sector or private industry. It is essential to
find ways of working for change from within our jobs and our
private lives; ways of developing effective, organised oppositional
action which comes directly out of the everyday oppression we
experience.

London Edinburgh Weekend Return Group Summer
1980
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Preface to the first edition

We are a small group of people who work for the state or for organ-
isations which receive money from the state. We are socialists. We
believe that the struggle for socialism includes a struggle against
the state – one in which we, as state workers, hold a key, and at the
same time contradictory, position. If we are to work in and against
the state, we must find ways of bringing the struggle for socialism
into our daily work.

The class position of some state workers is clear. Many public
sector manual and clerical workers are the lowest paid of all em-
ployed people. For others it is equally obvious: they are highly
paid management staff, top civil servants, directors of nationalised
industries. But what about nurses, teachers, social workers? Their
position seems ambiguous.

Those of us writing this book fall into the middle group of work-
ers, who are often termed ‘professional’. We are social/community/
advice/research workers. Often these types of jobs might seem as
though they were above class. But our jobs have become increas-
ingly disciplined, especially since the cuts in public expenditure
which are pushing us all into positions and attitudes that are simi-
lar to those of workers for private capital.

We do not want to make some easy assertion that we are work-
ing class. That overlooks the real differences between people’s op-
pression, for class derives from all sorts of hidden advantages and
disadvantages as well as our jobs. But, the changes in the jobs that
we do over the last 15 or 20 years have brought us like thousands of
others in similar jobs to see ourselves as part of the working-class
movement. Like many others we have made a choice. If we don’t
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important to get across. Patrick for instance felt that if you could
get the kids to work out what it is they would think if left alone,
this would be good in itself. Though he recognised the need to
teach basic literacy and numeracy, Neil felt that there was more
to socialist teaching than stripping away a veneer of false con-
sciousness to reveal a ‘natural’ democratic, non-racist, non-sexist
child. Something positive has to be offered in his view. Both were
agreed however that through chaos in the classroom you may
sacrifice the political effect that might be possible through orderly
teaching.

The dominant feature in the life of most teachers is the prob-
lem of discipline, of control over the kids. It absorbs so much en-
ergy and attention that little remains for analysing the system that
threw teacher and children into this conflict. In the first instance,
the teacher feels as constrained by his or her responsibility to the
students as directly by the rules and regulations of ‘the school hi-
erarchy. Mary felt, for example, that there was a conflict between
her desire to give the children freedom of expression and the dic-
tates of their own well-being. ‘I have to have my kids organised
enough that I can get them in two lines safely across the pedestrian
crossing outside the school. And that itself is a clear disciplinary
constraint on me. If they are overexcited and I can’t control them,
one could be hurt or killed. The classroom teacher is in an extraor-
dinary position because she is at the bottom of the ladder, but is
actually more responsible for the kids than anyone else.’

The problem, however, is much more complicated than just en-
suring the physical safety of the children. A major dilemma for
teachers is the extent to which they should teach to meet students’
and parents’ own expectations of school (preparation for exams,
for instance) as opposed to teaching kids in a way which teachers
feel will equip them for the reality they will face on leaving school.
‘A lot of those kids are going to fail exams. You don’t want to teach
them to fail, but whatever you do they are going to. It would be
best to concentrate on teaching them to know their own strength.’
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For outsiders who are not teachers, the relative freedom of the
classroom situation would seem to offer many possibilities for in-
troducing children to new ideas and values and helping them de-
velop a critical awareness of their society. In our meeting with four
London teachers, however, we discovered some of the constraints
which make teaching in a socialist way not at all easy.

‘The teacher is controlled simply by the way the job is set up.
They give you the absolute minimum to work with and ask you
to do the absolute maximum. There is one of you and thirty chil-
dren. Classes are too big, books and paper in short supply. You
are always juggling with a set of priorities in trying to equip those
kids even with a basic set of tools for thinking about the world and
assessing what’s happening to them.’ It is not just the lack of re-
sources, however, nor the high student/teacher ratios which make
teaching difficult. The classroom situation itself presents teachers
with many contradictions.

On the one hand the socialist teacher wants good relationships
with the children, a happy and democratic classroom, one in which
‘the power moves away from the front to the back of the room, so
that the way you organise your class is different from what the
kids think they are at school for and what the school thinks it is
doing for the kids,’ said Patrick. ‘What I would like to do is to en-
courage kids’ confidence in their own voice.’ However, ‘the model
laid down for you is an authoritarian one, in which you are sup-
posed to set out the tasks for the kids. If you don’t believe in that,
you totally screw up discipline for some time. You have to take a
lot of shit while the kids are being re-educated to the new kind of
situation. Standards fall to pieces. According to any headmaster
or inspector you are just not doing your job.’

That apart, however, ‘creating an honest personal relationship
that challenges discipline isn’t enough’, because the resulting
chaos makes it all but impossible to teach the things that the
socialist teacher herself or himself wants to teach. There was some
difference between the teachers we talked to as to what they felt it
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choose to be part of it, we inevitably choose to work against it. The
point of this book is that we choose to be part of the struggle for
socialism within our own jobs by the way we do them. We write
from within our own struggle, the struggle against the state.

Some of us are women and feminists. For us the struggle to
change relations within society is not just against capitalism but
against sexism as well. The subordination of women by men ex-
isted long before capitalism, but is reinforced by the capitalist sys-
tem and the state. The fight for a change in the relations between
men and women must go hand in hand with that for socialism. It
cannot be assumed that sexism will automatically disappear in a
socialist society.

In our group some of us are tenants, some are parents, all, at
one time or another, have been patients. We know we have no
choice but to enter into routine relationships with the state to ob-
tain money, resources and services. We depend on and are con-
trolled by state provision, rules, demands. As ‘clients’, too, we feel
the need to organise to fight against the state.

The state is not neutral. It does provide services and resources
which most of us need – education, health care, social security. But
it does not do so primarily for the good of the working class. It does
it to maintain the capitalist system. Although the state may appear
to exist to protect us from the worst excesses of capitalism, it is in
fact protecting capital from our strength by ensuring that we relate
to capital and to each other in ways which divide us from ourselves,
and leave the basic inequalities unquestioned.

We believe that it is essential that capitalism be seen not just as
an economic system, but as a set of social relations. It determines
the way we see ourselves and others, the way we treat each other,
the way some people have control over others’ lives.

The state, too, is more than a structure which administers numer-
ous services and programmes. It is a complex set of social relations
which must be maintained if capitalism is to ‘continue’. It is char-
acteristic of the state that it treats us as individual citizens, fami-
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lies, communities, consumer groups – all categories which obscure
class. By this process, the state seems to define us and our problems
in ways which confuse us. It helps hide the fact that it is the capi-
tal relation which is the root of our problem and shapes our lives.
The state also establishes a hierarchy of power and decision mak-
ing. This hierarchy is one of class, but it includes the subordination
of women and people of certain races and religions. These groups
have a special experience of state oppression and must sometimes
organise autonomously as well as together with other parts of the
working class.

Those of us who work for the state are inevitably part of the
state. Wemust findways to oppose it fromwithin our daily activity,
which means breaking out of the social relations in which the state
involves us and creating alternative forms of organisation as we
struggle for socialism. If we do not, whether we recognise it or not,
we are perpetuating a capitalist society — one which is exploitative,
sexist and racist.

Struggle against the state — against the social relations it per-
petuates — goes on all the time. The state is an often frustrating
and threatening part of our daily lives, and struggle against it is in-
stinctive. But it is often individual, risky and ineffective. Struggle
must be collective. It is important that we understand what forms
of collective action will most effectively challenge the state form
of relations and provide a basis for building socialism, and then
organise ourselves around them.

Because parties and trade unions on the whole have devoted lit-
tle attention to the problem of how a state worker’s hours of em-
ployment can be directed against capitalism and towards a tran-
sition to socialism, we have found that when we join them we
are limited to ‘after-hours’ socialism. We spend our evenings and
weekends struggling against capitalism, and our days working dili-
gently as agents of the capitalist state to reproduce the capitalist
system. Like Penelope, in the Greek myth, we stitch the tapestry
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erations to save public expenditure. But the nature of the attack
suggests political motivation.

Curbs are being imposed on the way the centres interpret their
role. They are forbidden by the council to do political work with
squatters, anti-racists, strikers. One has even been proscribed from
working with any group criticising the policy of public authorities
or political parties — and that includes the National Front. They
are required to return to more ‘technical’ advice work, under the
more direct control of the council. Workers are aware that they
must either reduce the amount of politically productive work they
do, or lose their funding. They also see themselves as having the
choice between lying low, in an attempt to save their own centre —
or exposing their hand by joining in a strong collective campaign
around the closure of similar centres.

The workers feel that there is a contradictory need both to use
the law, for what it can offer, and to expose it for its fraudulence.
Stepping outside the law, for instance displaying addresses of
empty properties in the window, is politically productive; but you
risk getting closed down. But then again, if you stay within the
law, you may remain secure, but you perpetuate the myth of ‘
we are all equal before the law’. As living standards fall and the
state tightens its managerial control, this contradiction intensifies.
Workers are sure that any resources which assist the working class
to fight back as law and advice centres can do, must be defended.
But the same trends limit their own scope and the fight back must
be more and more muted if they themselves are to survive.

Teachers

‘Once you go in and close the classroom door you are on your own’
said Neil. Behind the closed door the teacher has both a degree of
freedom and a degree of answerability for the classroom situation.
In this lies the main contradiction that she or he experiences.
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patch, helping the working class to help themselves, while the com-
munity workers in the neighbouring area were charging in, lead-
ing campaigns, demanding this and that. As one of the workers
pointed out, the Urban Aid system itself is set up as a competition
between groups. ‘All applications go into a bundle, they all go to
the co-ordinating voluntary group, you are invited to a meeting
and given ten minutes to make your case — to say why you should
get the money and not the others. Then there is a discussion, and
then you vote. You take on responsibility for the selection.’ And it
is a method that works in favour of the articulate. ‘There is a nurs-
ery project in our area, for instance. The person running it doesn’t
happen to be a very good speaker and can’t argue their case very
persuasively. It makes me sick, it really does. I mean, we get put
through as top priority and get our money, and they don’t. You
come away feeling so bitter. It’s divide-and-rule all the way.’

Internal organisation is a particular predicament for advice cen-
tre workers. While they want to organise collectively, sharing
money, jobs and responsibility, pressure from the authorities tends
to demand a management committee and a director — who is both
spokesperson for the group and answerable to the authorities. ‘Col-
lective running is clearly threatening to them. They want one per-
son in control so that they can contact that person, make them
responsible, sack them if necessary … ‘ Both centres have a person
who is a good negotiator, a good manipulator, but feel ambivalent
about this. ‘We see its uses. But we are also very critical of this. It
concentrates a lot of knowledge and power in this person’s hands
and short circuits our collective organisation.’

Events over the past year, however, have intensified the predica-
ment in which workers of both centres find themselves. They oper-
ate in poor working-class districts of London, within Conservative-
dominated boroughs. Both were set up, in the more permissive
political climate of the early seventies, as liberal voluntary sector
initiatives. With the arrival of the Tories both centres came un-
der attack. The councils claim they are reviewing the centres’ op-
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of bourgeois society every day and attempt each night to unravel
it before dawn.

Is there any way out of this hopeless dilemma? Can we shape
our daily activity in such a way as to avoid stitching capital’s
tapestry, can we hinder rather than promote the reproduction of
capitalist social relations? Does the fact that our work is situated
in the state give us special opportunities in this respect, or is that
merely a reformist illusion? These are the issues that we want to
discuss. The aim of this book is to provide a framework for that
discussion.

We first look in detail at the predicament people feel they are in,
as state workers or as ‘clients’ and subjects of the state. Then we
lookmore directly at the state itself. What is its part in capitalist so-
ciety, how has it developed in recent years, how has it responded
to crisis and change, and what difference has that made for us?
In particular, we emphasise that the state is not just a set of insti-
tutions, but a pervasive form of relations. Finally, we consider the
shape that working-class struggle against the state has taken, ways
in which people have seen and seized opportunities to oppose, to
challenge the state form.

TheConservative Government elected in summer, 1979, is appar-
ently attacking many aspects of the state, cutting state expenditure
yet further, causing the loss of state jobs. This confuses many peo-
ple who feel the need to defend the state, yet do not feel that it is
‘their’ state and know that the state itself oppresses them. It is all
the more urgent, therefore, that as socialists we look for ways of
fighting back oppositionally, rather than simply defending a state
we know to be indefensible.

London Edinburgh Weekend Return Group Autumn
1979
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Chapter 1 — In the state

Many people have started talking about such institutions as
schools, hospitals, local councils and local magistrates courts as
‘the state’. Yet just a few years ago it would have seemed quite
out of place to most people to use such a hard, ‘political’ term
about such familiar, everyday things. In seeing such institutions
as part of ‘the state’, we are also asking questions about the state
in Britain today. Is it helpful, or neutral, or oppressive to us? How
can we influence its actions? And so on.

These questions arise because more and more of us, in more and
more ways, are closely tied up with the state’s institutions. Take
an average working woman with children. In the mid-19th cen-
tury her sole contact with the state would have been the Poor Law
Guardians and the police. Today such a woman has dealings with
the education authority over her children’s schooling; with the doc-
tor and the hospital over her own and her family’s health; with the
town hall Directorate of Finance over rates; the Housing Depart-
ment over rent. Besides, she will be visited by the social worker,
the probation officer and possibly the juvenile department of the
police, over her kids’ street life; Inland Revenue over her earnings;
the Unemployment Benefit Office or Social Security if unemployed.
She may well approach an Industrial Tribunal over her unequal
pay, or a Rent Tribunal over her unfair rent. In addition it is likely
that at some stage in her life she will have a job in some public
organisation, because about a third of all people in jobs today are
employees of the state-whether as cleaners of buildings or roads,
caretakers, clerks, cooks, social workers, architects, teachers, doc-
tors or administrators.
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Theworkers, however, know that what can be achieved this way
is limited. In any case there is no time to respond to all the cases.
And it is essentially selective — since some must be chosen at the
expense of others and a gain achieved for one person ‘may be at
the cost of someone else. It is an ‘individualising’ procedure in a
situationwhere they see theirmain role as raising a class conscious-
ness. Above all, they sense that individual casework, is precisely
what the state wants them to do.

They feel sure that advice centres have been set up in order to
direct threatening working-class militancy into acceptable estab-
lished channels. ‘Instead of going en masse to the town hall they
come to us one at a time and we go through the procedures. If they
say “We haven’t enough to live on “we pull out a leaflet and say
“Ah, but have you applied for a supplementary grant for heating?”
The contradiction lies in the fact that the channels do work, for
some people some of the time, and we cannot afford to ignore the
possibility. ’

Conversely, theworkers feel there does exist a possibility of com-
bining cases that arise from similar issues and to work on a dossier,
an organisation, a campaign. But people in these working class ar-
eas have no strong tradition of collective action. ‘They are not used
to being organised in groups. They are very much isolated in their
own lives. They are not used to joining in, knowing and extending
their rights. They haven’t had the experience. They have been sat
on all their bloody lives.’

While people act as individuals there is always a danger that they
will be forced by circumstances into competing with each other.
Even within and between collective groups competition is rife. Or-
ganisations, once formed, often fall into rivalry with each other,
they become a power play. ‘How can it be otherwise, when the
whole society is so competitive?’ And once practical limited goals
are achieved, groups often break up. The competitive ethic even
affects community workers, who fight on behalf of their own area
against a neighbouring one. ‘There was I working slowly in my
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makes available to them to do this job — a handful of salaries, in-
adequate or unfair legislation and a tortuous legal process — they
feel are derisory.

In response to their understanding of the needs of the poor
working class around them, workers in this particular Law Centre
moved rapidly away from ‘advocacy’ work, to helping individuals
press their own cases. From there they moved towards organising,
where they could, groups of clients to support each other. Today
they aim to use advice work as a way of drawing together active
groups into campaigns around issues.

There was much in common between the approach of these Law
Centre workers and that of the workers from the ‘non-legal’ Ad-
vice Centre who also took part in this conversation. Both sets of
workers faced quite difficult choices.

For instance, there is the problem of the ‘open door’. There is
a flood of cases arriving at the Centre, an expression of profound
need in the working-class population of the area. ‘It is a real strug-
gle just sharing up the reception duties. We had two full time re-
ceptionists, one of whom left after six months due to the strain.
We run reception on a rota now, including a 24-hour emergency
service. We are very loath to turn away case work. Although we
do shut the door increasingly over the years, it doesn’t solve the
problem because more people come in when we open.’

In some instances, certain tangible gains may be achieved, some
wrong righted, by working on anyone of these individual cases. Be-
sides, people can learn confidence and progress from defeativeness
to anger through pursuing their case as far as it will go. And it is
in humanitarian terms hard to turn people away when they ask
for help. At a higher level, it is possible, by all accumulation of
successful cases, to improve the working of the law, to educate lo-
cal lawyers in new kinds of work, and so on. Often, however, it is
the sheer pressure of numbers that keeps you working at this level.
‘I’m so bogged down in casework that I don’t even see my way to
doing work with groups.’
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A distinction is often made between our public and our private
life. But even the parts of our life designated private do not any
longer, if they ever did, seem to be fully under our control or un-
affected by the state and its policies. The state seems at times to
penetrate even our closest relationships with each other. Apart
from the fact that the state marries and divorces us, officialdom
has a well-defined view about ‘the family’, and what it should be.

Relations between men and women and their children are rele-
vant to state institutions, they appear to matter to the authorities.
Men are designated ‘head of household’ and have certain rights
and duties. Women, as housewives and mothers, are expected to
carry out, to a certain standard of proficiency, many jobs that the
state also has a hand in, such as training children and nursing the
old and sick. Women whose husbands have died are treated dif-
ferently, receive different benefits, from women who are divorced
or separated. The imbalance of power and initiative which women
have suffered is rooted in the home, in the relations of sex, child-
bearing and domestic work. But this imbalance doesn’t stay within
the confines of the home — it has spread out to influence the world
outside, the world of work and business and of the law, adminis-
tration and welfare. Women are sometimes noticing and pointing
out that their experience with the state (as employees or ‘clients’)
is in some ways an extension of the disadvantages they experience
in private life.

The state also influences how we relate to our workmates, our
bosses, those above and below us in the hierarchy. It determines
in part how much our employers can pay us, whether or not we
will be made redundant. It puts limits on ways in which we can
organise and take action as workers. It affects the way we relate to
those we come into contact with through our work — our ‘clients’.
This is especially true if we are state workers.
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Our experience of the state is contradictory

The ways in which we interact with the state are contradictory –
they leavemany people confused. We seem to need things from the
state, such as child care, houses, medical treatment. But what we
are given is often shoddy or penny-pinching, and besides, it comes
to us in a way that seems to limit our freedom, reduce the con-
trol we have over our lives. The tenant of a council house, pleased
enough to obtain a tenancy, could still say plenty about inadequate
maintenance and restrictive rules and regulations, for instance. As
state workers, perhaps voting Labour, we may have hopes that
a Labour administration is in the working person’s interest. Yet
we find that, as manual workers employed by a Labour-controlled
council or government, we are as overworked and underpaid as we
would be in a private firm.

As workers in those occupations that are termed ‘professional’,
such as social work, or teaching, we are often given impossible
problems to solve arising from poverty or from the powerlessness
of our ‘clients’. The resources available to back up our intervention
the welfare provision of the state — are a drop in the ocean of need.
And besides, it is clear that many other actions of the state and of
the economy itself are pulling in the opposite direction, making
things worse for the poor. We often feel that we are being asked to
manipulate people, to use women’s pride in their home or love of
their children, for instance, as well as their need of the practical re-
sources we partially control and can give them access to, to induce
co-operation.

As socialists we’re always taught that somehow services pro-
vided by the state are better than those from the private sector.
Better be in the hands of a council than a private landlord; better
our NHS than extortionate private medical insurance schemes and
so on. And this seems to be true, but only up to a point. Somehow
what we get is never quite what we asked for. The waiting lists
for hospital beds were always too long; gradually charges began
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company, owning flats for rental in their area. ‘This company op-
erates on the fringes of the law, with very clever legal advisers.
Lots and lots of individual tenants have come in to see us about
them. The way the company operates is to make big profits by re-
habilitating property and reletting it for higher rent. To do this it
has to get sitting tenants out. The tenants are offered alternative
accommodation, as an inducement to move. Later they find that
the flat they have moved into doesn’t really belong to the original
company. They are up to all sorts of tricks like that.’

‘Our real problem is that the council ought to have bought up the
estate in which this company operates. Although the council isn’t
an ideal landlord and there would still have been problems, they
would be problems of a different kind. Far from buying up property,
though, our council (which is now Tory) is actually selling off the
housing that it does own, which the Labour council before it had
bought. So these nasty landlords have a free hand. And the mech-
anisms for bringing them to book are not very strong. You have
to have a lot of evidence to go to court for repairs. And even the
strongest tenant is often too scared of the landlord to go through
with it. Landlords get away with it nine times out often, because
the tenants can’t withstand the pressures. It is slow, almost impos-
sible, to obtain repairs through the Public Health Acts or Section
32 of the Housing Act 1961. Mind you, through Section 157 of the
Housing Act 1957 you can quite quickly get a closing order put on
a flat. This means the landlord must put out the tenant. The council
must rehouse him. But that means first that someone else is pushed
down the queue. And second, that the landlord, although he is now
obliged to repair before reletting, does get vacant possession which
is just what he wanted in the first place.’

The Law Centre workers emphasised that this case is quite typi-
cal. Their job seems to be to deal with a potentially endless stream
of problems caused to the working class by capitalism and the state,
such as low earnings, unemployment and stress; inadequate and
costly housing and rapacious landlords. The resources the state
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Advice centre workers

The first ‘law centre’ was set up in Notting Hill in the early 1970s.
Several others followed within the next few years, first in Lon-

don, then in the poor inner areas of other big cities. Now there are
over thirty in the country. They were often the initiative of social-
ists, including professional lawyers, who wanted to use their skills
to help people in poor areas. They mainly looked to the Home
Office Urban Aid Programme for financial support — and so the
pattern is now that they are mainly funded by government, part-
central, part-local.

In a similar way over the same period there developed less spe-
cialised advice centres, concerned mainly with helping people to
get information about their rights. Both law and advice centres
are situated right on the dividing line between state and non-state
– some would say they crossed the dividing line and became of-
ficial bodies when salaries began to be paid by the government.
Certainly the state sees them as part of a policy. They are a mani-
festation of the ‘restructuring’ of the state apparatus, described in
chapters 3 and 4. The workers however often have a degree of au-
tonomy and their own ideas about how the centres should be run.
Their operation is often a daily struggle.

On the whole they have been welcomed by socialists, conscious
of the financial barriers which limit working-class access to the le-
gal system and the relatively few lawyers with expertise in employ-
ment and social security law, which very directly concern working-
class people. Law centres seemed to offer a mechanism for more
effective legal redress. But we found that the workers we talked
to had no illusions about the law. Far from being a means of im-
proving things for the working class, it seemed to them to obscure
the class reality of their ‘clients’ situation and to lead away from a
solution.

The Law Centre workers gave us an example of the kind of sit-
uation with which they have to deal. They described a property
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to be introduced for this and that. Another example is the promise
of the new towns after the war — which made Britain famous for
town planning, but were somehow, when it came to it, bleak social
deserts to live in. It is not just that state provision is inadequate,
under-resourced and on the cheap. The way it is resourced and ad-
ministered to us doesn’t seem to reflect our real needs. Pensions,
for instance, seem to be maintained at a level, and given on terms,
that have little to do with the way we experience our old age. They
seem geared more to the needs of employers or the state.

State provision leaves a bad taste in our mouths. State institu-
tions are often authoritarian, they put us down, tie us up with reg-
ulations. And many of the working class seem to be defined by the
state as ‘irresponsible’, as ‘troublemakers’, ‘scroungers’. If we are
born out of wedlock it defines us as ‘illegitimate’.

All these things leave us wondering: if the state is not providing
these services in the way we want them,

Deepening contradictions

A few years back, in late 1975 or early 1976, the long-threatened
contraction of state expenditure began in earnest. The pruning of
services and the abandonment of capital building programmes only
took effect gradually. But it has become increasingly clear to us
that assumptions many of us made in the sixties about ‘the wel-
fare state’ were mistaken. Our hopes and demands for general im-
provements had always been perverted into ‘special case’, selective
welfare – inadequate and with strings attached.

The Labour Party has always promised to be a party of ‘reform’.
Even those who felt reform was either not enough, or a misguided
route to socialism, were at least confident that economic growth
combined with working-class pressure would ensure a gradual im-
provement in standards of housing, of health, of education. People
now gradually became aware that the ‘cuts’ signified not a short-
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term set-back in a general curve of improvement in standards, but
a reminder that the term ‘welfare’ has always been ambiguous.

The cuts and the fight-back against them, however, have raised
useful questions in people’s minds. Perhaps it never was our wel-
fare state? We are still, somehow, certain that it is right to fight
against the sale of council houses into owner-occupation; to fight
against turning medicine over to private practice; or the denation-
alising of the steel industry. But perhaps we should not be looking
to defend the state, even the ‘welfare’ state, as it is, but fighting for
something better? If so – how do you get what you can, defend
yourself against losses, and resist oppressiveness, when losses and
gains seem to be two faces of the same coin?

When we first started to write this we already felt that, drawing
on our own experience as state workers and as ‘clients’ of the state,
we had a clear and painful idea of the predicament in which the
state catches us. We wanted to fill out our understanding of it,
however, by long conversations with people in different kinds of
situations. We decided to include here quite substantial reports of
what they told us – because we were amazed by the sharpness of
the contradictions people were experiencing, the clarity of their
observations and the imagination they were applying to finding a
political solution.

The conversations are not put forward as evidence — but as il-
lustration. The people chosen and the kind of relationship they are
in with regard to the state, are not an ideal selection and do not
cover, or even represent, every facet of our interaction with the
state. We recognise that they under-represent manual jobs, for in-
stance, the bulk of state employment. They do not include clerical
work. And they don’t express the special predicament of black peo-
ple, and other groups (Ulster Catholics for instance) up against the
state. Nor do they reveal the oppressiveness of the state’s defini-
tions and practices on homosexuals.
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the bad service. Disgruntled passengers go further than just verbal
abuse, they sometimes use physical violence.’

The problem is that when bus workers do take action to defend
themselves against the state, they hurt the public even more. ‘It
hits the people you want to be in solidarity with. And next day
you get the abuse. You are really prone to angry passengers. There
is need to get more involvement, to politicise people on the buses.
But the high turnover of workers makes it difficult.’ Limited strike
action also hurts colleagues. ‘If there is a strike on one garage area,
other routes carry the burden of extra passengers. When ideas are
put forward in the union suggesting action that would hurt the
working class less and the state more, such as refusing to collect
fares instead of refusing to take the buses out, the bus workers
think it is utopian and unpractical. They see the struggle in eco-
nomic terms. “If we don’t collect the fares they won’t pay us the
increase we are demanding”.

John feels the union to be bureaucratic and set in its ways.
‘Branch stewards and shop committees have been there for years,
some of them. Union work is just a routine. It is very difficult to
inject politics into the thing. It is a closed shop, so they don’t need
to go out of their way to involve people actively, to attract people
to join, to see some point in it. When you take on the job, all they
are interested in is how you are going to pay your sub.’

Yet people have not lost their ability to organise, to relate to each
other off the job, and have a good time. London Transport social
club is very big and successful, with many facilities all over Lon-
don. There is a snooker room inmost garages, people playing cards
together. But no connection exists between this friendly, active
scene and union struggles. ‘If the union organises a dance about
two people turn up.’
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they entered the present ‘cuts’ offensive already weak. And the
offensive, far from uniting the workers and passengers against the
state, has driven more wedges between them. As the service dete-
riorates, the conductors pick up the abuse. Fare increases, fewer
buses, delays, are all taken out on the conductor who is caught be-
tween the transport management system and other sections of the
working class.

‘Should the conductor take it into his own hands to break the
limit of five people standing in the bus and let more people in? In
a way it is in our interest, as conductors, to do that, because we get
a £1 commission for every £46-worth of fares we collect. And the
five person limit is a trade union limit. By law we can carry up to
nine. But if you cram people on it is dangerous, it is difficult to do
your work, and, besides, it takes away the pressure for more buses,
which is what we all really need.’

The more the pressure brought to bear on the passengers and
the workers from a deteriorating service, themore they resent each
other. ‘Many conductors are irritated by old age pensioners, who
are allowed to travel free between certain hours in London. It was
the best bit of legislation brought in by a Labour GLC, in my view.
But it is more work and more worry for the conductors. They call
OAPs “TheWombles”. You see, they move slowly. You need a bit of
patience. But you are in a hurry, there is pressure to get on. It is one
more aspect of tension in the job. I think OAPs should travel free
all the time, but there are resolutions in our union branch saying
they should be stopped, because it is impeding people’s journey to
work. Instead of demanding extra buses.’

There is considerable danger to conductors from assault by an-
gry or drunken passengers. One in ten each year get attacked at
some time or another. ‘The irony of the situation lies in the fact that
the better you do your job from the management’s point of view,
the more you are officious, the more likely you are to get beaten up.
You should be able to do what they want of you, at least, without
running the risk of getting hurt. Many assaults also result from
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• The first conversation was with Maureen, a woman who has
raised a large family, needing the state for her income. For
her, the state seems to give independence with one hand,
while stealing it away with the other.

• The second conversation was designed to raise some of
the contradictions in which state manual workers find
themselves. We talked to John, about the situation of a
conductor on London Transport buses.

• Sarah, Neil, Patrick and Mary are teachers, aware that state
education is oppressive inmanyways, but each trying to find
a way of teaching what they feel is right.

• Joan and Kate work for a Community Health Council. They
know that their job for the state is to channel protest into
manageable forms, but they talked about the ways in which
they found they could use their position to support the strug-
gle for better health.

• The fifth conversation we had was with a number of work-
ers in two community advice centres, overwhelmed with re-
quests for help with housing and other problems, but trying
to develop collective and class-conscious forms of organisa-
tion in their area.

When we talked to people we made it clear that we ourselves
were socialists, and in the case of the state workers we chose them
because they were socialists too, asking them about the limitations
and possibilities of their position.

Finally, we had a meeting with three Labour Party activists.
Two of them were backbench Labour councillors in a Labour

controlled local authority, hoping to use their position to push the
Labour leadership to radical policies in support of their working
class constituents. They are a different case from the others we
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talked to, in that they chose their position precisely for what they
felt it could offer a socialist. In this they contrast with a state em-
ployee, who may justly say that she or he needs the job and the
pay.

The accounts that follow deal mainly with the problems people
experience, and in this way they may seem rather depressing. But
we felt it important not to skimp on spelling out the contradic-
tions carefully, so that the difficulties should not be underestimated
when we later go on to examine the possibilities of finding a way
around them. The discussions did lead to constructive and positive
ideas about ways of acting as socialists and as feminists in relation
to the state and these hopes will surface again later in the book.

Maureen

Maureen Murphy lives in south London and has had ten children,
all but one now grown up. Her husband died nine years ago when
the youngest was six. She has lived her life and brought up her
children by means of careful, painstaking dealings with a set of
official institutions. Among them, the most important are social
security, the housing authority, the health services, the education
system and the police and law courts. But it would be possible to
list a dozen more types of official with whom she has dealings.

The state is far more important to Maureen than any boss from
whom her husband ever earned a wage. So she has never gone
out of her way to have a fight with the authorities. ‘It doesn’t get
you anywhere. You don’t win. They have the majority every time.
You can go down to the council and rant and rave, you still won’t
get anything. If you go down and ask in a polite way, then you
might get what you want.’ She takes care to keep on the right
side of them. After all, ‘They are important to me these people. I
do have to depend on them. I can’t afford to take risks.’ This good
reputation is particularly important because Maureen believes that
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seven-hour jobs to bring them up to eight. The aim is to give us a
standard 40-hour week. The management is getting tighter. Grad-
ually over the years it has been getting more like the management
of a private business.’

‘The tactic over the cuts has been divide-and-rule. One garage
suffers cuts in routes and jobs, and another may gain a bit. Each
garage becomes concerned in fighting to save its own jobs.’ At an
individual level, too, the workers are divided against each other.
‘The introduction of one-man buses means a loss of conductors’
jobs, and more stress for the driver. But the drivers who get those
jobs (and there is no shortage now of people ready to take them)
get 25 per cent higher pay than the rest. So resistance gradually
dwindles away.’

The union that represents the London Transport conductors and
drivers is the Transport and General Workers Union. Its current
stance is entirely defensive. In fact, its principal demand is for
more, not less exploitation. ‘The struggle is to increase the amount
of overtime available to the workers — instead of fighting for a
better service for both employees and passengers.’ When London
Transport introduced Bus Plan ‘cuts’ in 1978 they presented it to
the union as a fait accompli. ‘The union opposed it, but not on
principle. They just took a stand on LT’s “failure to consult”. We
engaged in short strikes during the rush hour. That did cause Lon-
don Transport to negotiate with the union, but there were no ma-
jor concessions, no reversal of the position. Just a bigger compen-
satory settlement, and the cuts phased over a longer period — 18
months instead of a year. Incidentally, 87 per cent came in during
those strikes, and 13 per cent stayed out on the road. Those who
did were nearly all one-man drivers.’

History has a bearing on present struggles. The last big strike
on the London buses was in 1958. It was over pay, and it lasted six
or seven weeks. The London Underground workers did not strike
in support, however, and the bus workers finally failed. They went
back to work for less than they had demanded. This means that
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tors; when this happens crews might then take advantage because
they feel like having an empty bus or an easy ride. Or people may
leave five minutes before schedule to get longer for a cup of tea
the other end. And you can make things bad for an inspector, if
he makes things bad for you. If he sees you coming by 15 minutes
late and doesn’t turn you round you can delay 20 minutes the other
end and come back even more behind hand, which causes him a lot
of trouble. All these things make the service worse for the passen-
gers. But they are really secondary. Basically, it is that there are
not enough buses on the road, they are in disrepair, and there are
not enough spare parts. It is a bad service.’

The service has deteriorated considerably over the last twenty
years. ‘There were 42,000 drivers and conductors in London Trans-
port. Now there are about 20,000.’ The cuts in public expenditure,
more recently, have had a serious effect both on the service to the
passengers and on the working conditions of the employees. ‘They
have cut the fleet by 10 per cent. They have rationalised the sched-
ules. Some routes have been cut out all together, andmore are to go
soon. Some they have made shorter. The thing is that shorter bus
routes are useless, they won’t pay their way. And in six months’
time they will turn round and say “These routes are unprofitable”.
They will show the figures and the workers will have to agree they
should be scrapped.’

The introduction of the one-man bus (in which the conductor’s
job is scrapped and the driver controls the doors and collects fares)
is part of the GLC and London Transport attempt to rationalise
the service. The results of this have been loss of jobs and a worse
service. ‘The introduction of one-man buses was a defeat for bus
workers. Ever since their introduction in the late 1960s, the service
has steadily been destroyed. Where there does appear to be more
service to the public, it has been fiddled off the workers,’ John said.

‘They are cutting out the split shift. On the surface this might
seem to be an improvement, but people used to be paid for the in-
terval between shifts. Now they are adding the time onto six or
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there is a connection between the various official bodies. ‘If you get
into trouble with one, the other one is likely to know. That is what
I think, anyway.’

The family has been dependent for many years on social secu-
rity. She reckons that she normally gets what is due to her, but
occasionally appeals against decisions. ‘About money for Eileen’s
shoes, for example. I filled in the little blue slip and explained why
they were necessary for her.’ She got the extra allowance without
going to a tribunal. Social security don’t visit now, don’t bother
her. ‘They know me.’

As far as housing goes, the family has been with the council for
36 years, mainly as GLC tenants. She now has a good rehabilitated
house. ‘They give me no bother.’ But neither do they do repairs.
She accepts this as a matter of course.

She and her children have grown familiar, through one crisis
after another, with many nearby hospitals: Kings, St. Thomas’s,
Guys, Great Ormond Street, the Belgrave, the Evelina. Maureen
herself has asthma and bronchitis now, and is subject to heart at-
tacks. Her youngest daughter is mildly epileptic. The children have
had many alarming illnesses and accidents. One had pneumonia,
another polio. One dropped a match in a petrol tank and had seri-
ous burns on the face. Another gashed her leg on a steel bar while
playing on a bomb site, and had 32 stitches. Maureen became prac-
tised in dealing with the health service and with her own worry.
‘You get used to it. It just grows on you. It’s like going and doing
the shopping every day.’

She learned what things were serious enough to warrant going
to the big teaching hospitals. But she preferred the small local chil-
dren’s hospital, the Belgrave, now threatened on account of the
cuts in government spending. ‘They were very kind to the chil-
dren there. Eileen had an operation on her head there. It’s a very,
very good hospital. A lot of women here really use it. You can go
in and give the children their lunch and tea. The Evelina was like
that too, but it’s been closed a long time now.’ GPs however have
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not really been much use to the family. ‘I don’t know of any good
ones. The doctor across the road, he’ll write me a prescription, but
he never asks how you feel. He’s overworked. He needs seeing to
himself.’

So crucial is the state health system to Maureen’s family that
the strikes of ambulance men, doctors and nurses are moments of
real worry for her, for fear of having nowhere to turn. ‘I just say
afterwards, thank goodness it passed this time without anything
happening. ’

The school system has been a problem to all Maureen’s children.
Most of the kids spent a lot of their childhood staying away. School
could never hold their attention. Eileen, being epileptic, had a spe-
cially hard time in the year she spent at the local comprehensive.
‘She just stood outside the classroom door. She wouldn’t go in.
She just wasn’t able to mix with people at all. She learned nothing
there.’

Then Great Ormond Street hospital, to Maureen’s relief, said she
ought to send Eileen to a special school. She was able to use the
health system as a lever on the education system. They got her a
place. But only after a year of waiting. And during that year Eileen
was continually at home in Maureen’s care. ‘You see, I didn’t really
want her to go out alone, you never knew when she might have a
fit.’ This real additional responsibility for Maureen was caused by a
school that had no time or money to spend on an unhappy girl. The
work of caring and coping can be passed backwards and forwards
in this way between the state and a: woman at home.

The comprehensive school was too big. ‘There’s too many chil-
dren. They can’t cope there. They are just not able to run after
every child.’ Maureen had had a formal meeting at the outset with
too many different teachers. After that her only contact with the
school was through letters. She does not remember ever having
had an invitation to any kind of social event, or to a chat with an
individual teacher.
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A “spot” will place himself strategically on the pavement just
opposite such a stop to see if the conductor pockets the cash.’

Above the inspectors is the Garage Manager, and above him the
Divisional structure. There hierarchy is both sexist and racist. ‘Al-
though there is no legal impediment to women drivers or inspec-
tors, you still find a few of them. The number of women drivers
is token, and when they are taken on it is probably because they
can’t get the men. And there are fewer black drivers and conduc-
tors.’ With this management system weighing on you, and a long
working week for little pay, there is no feeling of commitment to a
public service. For the majority it is just a job. ‘It is not surprising
really. Apart from the job itself, there is the whole ideology be-
ing put over to people that state firms are inefficient, unprofitable,
and paid for at the tax payer’s expense. State industries or services
like London Transport are run on the same basis as private indus-
try, with the workers having no say or control, so how can people
in them have a view of their job as worthwhile and useful? Why
should they?’ So people don’t stay in the job long. The turnover is
high. Only a third stay for five years or more. And there is a short-
age of about a thousand drivers and a thousand conductors in Lon-
don Transport. ‘People are aware, the public, that they wouldn’t
do that job. People know what the state of the buses is. You have
to be pretty desperate to do it.’

Those who do take on the job of driver or conductor are so alien-
ated by the conditions, the stress and the niggling supervision, that
they engage in a sort of guerrilla warfare against the terms of work.
‘It is an everyday struggle. If you want to be, you can be awkward.
If the bus is not clean when you start, or an indicator light is not
working, you can officially use this as a reason not to take it out.’

John described the kind of low-level sabotage that bus teams en-
gage in. ‘They might let the tyres down. Or run slow, by getting
into a slow lane. Sometimes there is deliberate “bunching”, when
several buses on one route follow immediately behind one another.
Although in most cases “bunching” is a result of traffic or other fac-
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That aggravation does wear you down. It becomes a two-way hos-
tility. There is an hour’s gap between buses, say. The people get
angry. They have a go at you, and you hit back, though you know
your interest and theirs is really the same. It is that bad feeling that
gets people down.’ But possibly the strain on drivers is worse. ‘The
stress of driving in London has really increased in the last fifteen
years. There are juggernauts, more traffic generally.’

Conductors are at the bottom of a hierarchy of management.
Their work is supervised by inspectors of several grades. ‘You

are meant to show respect to inspectors and carry out their instruc-
tions. They are like foremen. They think they are your boss. They
try and pull rank on you. They go through a distinctive sort of
training and wear a special uniform. There are the ones with a sil-
ver badge, and they have no turnups on their trousers. The ones
above them, with a gold badge, do have turnups. These are the in-
spectors responsible for either route controlling or checking fares
on the bus.’ There are others in the garage (who don’t wear uni-
form at all), responsible for schedules and supervision within the
garage. ‘One of the things they do is check up on whether you are
wearing your uniform. If you are wearing jeans they’ll say “Where
are your grey trousers?” If you say, “I didn’t fancy wearing them
today” the inspector will report you and send you to the garage
manager. If you do it several times you may have to go up to Di-
vision. And if you have a few times late they start looking at your
record.’

As well as uniformed inspectors, London Transport employ
plain clothes spies, called ‘spots’ by the drivers and conductors.
‘These “spots” are meant to be checking up on the passengers
to see if they dodge payment of the fare, but they also check up
on the conductors to see they are not pocketing the money. For
instance, if there is a certain stop where people are likely to be
getting off after a short ride when the bus is busy, they may hand
the fare to the conductor on the platform and not wait for a ticket.
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The ‘special school’ to which Eileen was eventually sent was not
someanly resourced. It was an ideal school inMaureen’s eyes. ‘The
headmaster was ever so nice. And then, parents could go there for
all the outings. They’d tell you all about the school and show you
round. There would be Christmas parties and open days. Eileen
is taken and brought back each day on the bus. She has the same
teacher all the time. They give her her tablets at lunch time. And
if she isn’t well, they will ring me and tell me. They are very inter-
ested in her. She likes it so much she is going to stay on, though
she could leave this summer.’

Because the comprehensive schools failed to hold the children’s
attention, they were continually being picked up by the authorities.
The local policeman, whom Maureen knew and respected as the
copper on her beat, would come round and warn ‘If Eileen doesn’t
go to school she’ll end up in trouble.’ In spite of several appearances
in court, though, she has never had any of the children taken away.
But the threat of the law is always a worry.

One aspect of the welfare state that many of her friends are in-
volved with is social services. Maureen has steered clear of social
workers. ‘I had social workers or probation officers at one time,
when the kids were in trouble. I never hit it off with them. Every-
thing you tell them, you know, it is supposed to be confidential.
But they write it down. I knew a girl working down the office
and she said “I’ve seen your records”. Well, that put me off com-
pletely. Anyway, I don’t think they have anything to offer. One
of my boys was always taking and driving cars. This social worker
says to me “What do you think the answer is?” I told her “I don’t
know.” She says, “I don’t know either.” Well, I mean, they are peo-
ple who are supposed to know about education. If they don’t know
the answer, how can I? So, when I was offered a social worker’ af-
ter that I turned it down. I felt I couldn’t have that aggravation
again, always being put down and everyone reading your notes. ’

Maureen contrasts her life and relationship with the state
sharply with her mother’s experience, a generation before. Her
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mother, who died recently aged 92, brought up her family in an
Irish village. Her husband was more of a responsibility than a
help, having been ill from the age of forty. So she used to take in
washing. ‘You had to pay for the doctor so we didn’t go. We just
tried to get better. That’s how it was. There were no benefits then,
only the pension when you were 70. The only trouble we ever got
into was to pinch fruit from someone’s orchard. All they would
say to us was “you’d better get off or I’ll let the dog out after you.”
The magistrates court was meant to open once a month but it
seldom did. If there was a case, it was someone caught without a
bicycle light, or someone letting their cows wander in the road. So
my mother never worried about us getting into trouble. Nobody
would ever take you away, or anything like that. That never
happened.’

It seemed to us, talking to Maureen, that the present day pro-
vision of a free health service and supplementary benefit would
make today’s state seem preferable to her, compared with the state
as her mother had experienced it. After all, social welfare has en-
abled her to bring up her family without depending on aman or his
earnings. Even when Maureen’s husband was alive it was she who
had mainly kept the family going. ‘He was never indoors much.
He never wanted the responsibility for the children.’ She wouldn’t,
in any case, have wanted things different. ‘I wouldn’t have wanted
to be domineered.’ And it is the welfare state that has made this
small degree of independence possible for the first time. But to
Maureen even these advantages do not seem to quite outweigh the
power that the state has over you-especially the power to remove
your children from your care. ‘It’s worse for me than it was for my
mother,’ she said, emphatically.

Maureen was also in no doubt that the state, as she and her fam-
ily recognise it, is something that has a special concern for and a
special relationship with women. It is something that singles out
women in the family for its dealings, and which women knowmost
about. ‘I learned how to handle it better. It applies to quite a lot of
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women.’ Maureen hasn’t done a regular paid job, she has had no
other work than the relentless 24-hour occupation of looking af-
ter children, now in its second cycle with growing grandchildren.
But handling the institutions of the state has been for her a kind of
work. On the quality of the relationship she can sustain with the
state’s institutions depend her income, her home, her own and her
children’s health and prospects, and her self-respect.

Working on the buses

Until recently, John was a bus conductor. He did the job for three
years, after six or seven years in clerical and accounts work in an-
other nationalised industry. He is a socialist and involved in an
anti-racist organisation. He did not suppose, however, that work-
ing for the state had some kind of merit for a socialist. He expected
that this ‘public service’ job with London Transport would be no
more worthwhile or rewarding than a job for a capitalist firm. And
he was proved right.

In London Transport, basic pay is low. It is supplemented by
extra payments for unsocial hours and for split shifts. A split shift
may be, for instance, four hours on the job and four hours off, fol-
lowed by a further four hours on. Payment is made for the time off.
This work pattern does, however, make a mess of the day. Even
after this the wage is still inadequate and many drivers and conduc-
tors work overtime. This means working one of their two weekly
‘rest days’. They are not allowed to work both, as it is against the
union agreement. The way the work is organised is unsatisfactory
too, because it divides the workers up. ‘There may be five hundred
people working out of one garage, but you tend only to see your
own team and those on the same shift. Shift changes are frequent.
Many people in the garage you won’t see at all.’

There is a lot of stress in the job. ‘You are the person who has to
take the brunt of the irate public for the bad service and high fares.
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tioned its content and form, rejecting the view that they should
passively accept education based on assumptions which reflect the
status quo. Often their action involved not only refusing to attend
lectures but organising their own collective self-education. Black
workers, finding that they had come to Britain to do the lowest paid
jobs, also began to resist. They made it clear that they did not want
to live in the worst housing and be treated as a scapegoat for the
problems caused by capital from unemployment to the ‘urban cri-
sis’. Shortly after ‘race riots’ had marked black people’s intention
to start fighting back, women began to indicate that an offensive
against women’s oppression was also in the offing. While women
at Fords went on strike for equal pay, women elsewhere were for
the first time beginning to assert their right to meet together with-
out men to develop a collective understanding of their oppression.

Industrial struggles also began to take a form which went out-
side of the traditional forms of struggle of the labour movement,
making a far-reaching challenge to capital. Factory closures in the
early 1970s met with widespread resistance and a spate of work-
ins and occupations. Workers at Upper Clyde Shipbuilders, for
instance, took over and ran their own shipyard for nearly a year.
Such actions directly confronted the way in which the restructur-
ing of capital takes place at the expense of workers’ livelihoods.
They were also significant because they asserted that workers have
the power and the organisation to take control of their own affairs.

What was important about all these struggles was that in
one way or another they not only challenged the economic
consequences of capital’s exploitation of labour, but the very
forms of social organisation which are necessary to maintain this
relationship of exploitation.

We see the second phase of institutional change (in the early
1970s) as being associated with the attempt to reassert bourgeois
social relations on a more secure basis. The partial failure of the
more aggressive strategy pursued by capital in the late 1960s and
early 1970s led to a certain regrouping of capital’s forces which in-
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social causes of ill-health, from ‘health and safety’ in a local factory,
to lead levels on the by-pass. They are against cuts and hospital clo-
sures, and for a better-resourced NHS. But they are also about im-
proving people’s experience of health care. ‘We need to fight hos-
pital closures because we need hospital beds and equipment and
facilities in this area. And because when hospitals close the bur-
den of care is put back on women in the family. And families in
this area just can’t cope any more. But, as the women’s movement
has pointed out so clearly, we should not blind ourselves to the
fact that the hospitals, as they are, are authoritarian. They afford
us no control over our own health. They are inadequate. And peo-
ple know it. It is because they don’t really feel it is “their” National
Health Service that there has been so little organised resistance to
the cuts.’

The difficulty for the CHC however is finding a satisfactory
model of responsibility and relationship to the local working class.
First, it can’t be assumed that all members of the CHC itself are
going to agree about the campaigning role. Energy and effort
goes into negotiating that agreement. Second, it is a question
of forming links with unions and community groups. But these
are often impermanent, and many of their ideal components are
missing: the unions and community groups have not traditionally
become involved in questions of health and health care (except
those relating to health and safety at work). These have been seen
as private matters for the individual or the family. So, it seems to
be an unequal struggle between a well-organised hierarchy and a
disorganised and fragmented working class.

‘It is so hard to confront doctors’ power, because it’s exercised
in situations when you are really on your own and feeling at your
most vulnerable. We haven’t found any way to do this yet. Even
fighting the cuts is difficult because again the people most affected,
women caring for relatives at home, are the ones least likely to be
in a position to fight back. Anyway, they would feel emotionally
very peculiar about saying “Well, actually what I want is for my
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old mum to be put in a geriatric hospital”. With these kinds of
situation, developing a coherent socialist strategy seems too much.
It isn’t on. We do try to keep on raising these kinds of issue, though,
even if we don’t see any clear ways of organising round them, in
the hope that things will become clearer in time.’

Even on more commonplace issues, however, like fighting clo-
sures, there is no real working-class movement. ‘We got every sin-
gle working-class “organ” in our district to support a campaign
against a hospital closure: tenants associations, the trades council,
the Labour Party, pensioners, women’s groups. But when it came
to a demo, these groups, who on paper represent thousands of peo-
ple, could only mobilise about point-naught-one per cent of them.
The only organisation round here with any really active mass base
is the methodist church. The minister puts the leaflets in the hymn
books and there is always an excellent turn out from there.’

Like the Advice Centre workers, Kate and Joan feel that in the
absence of mass working-class support, they have to rely for any
feeling of legitimacy they may have on rigorous analysis of their
situation and on the fact that at least they are involved in daily
practice and contact with many people.

Despite the many constraints which Joan and Kate describe,
some CHCs have in fact posed a threat to the orderly working of
the NHS management. Some have mobilised thousands of people
in resistance to hospital closures. As a result the trend in the
DHSS now is to define the position of CHC more precisely, and
in particular to involve them more in forward planning for the
service. ‘Ennals has said, in effect, “Sorry I had to close hospitals
against your wishes. These plans were formulated before CHCs
were invented. You don’t appreciate our reasons. What I am going
to do is argue for you to be more closely involved in the planning
procedure in future.”

This may seem to offer the CHC earlier warning and more infor-
mation. But it is also asking the Council to organise the working
class to participate in its own deprivation. ‘They want us to help
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Challenging capital

However, the institutional changes were not capable of containing
the social tensions engendered by the developing crisis. The never-
had-it-so-good facade of the fifties began to crack. Anxieties about
the rate of growth of public spending and the poor performance
of British capital were beginning to be voiced. Strikes again be-
gan to disrupt the industrial ‘peace’ of the post-war period. The
significant thing about the struggles of this decade, however, was
that they were not limited/to trade union or party activity around
economic demands, but began to directly challenge capital’s social
relations.

The early/sixties saw an outbreak of activity which directly chal-
lenged the authority of the law. The Campaign for Nuclear Disar-
mament must have been one of the biggest campaigns of civil dis-
obedience the western world has ever seen. Later in the decade,
protests against the American presence in Vietnam continued to
embody this approach to mass action.

As the post war dream of classless garden cities began to fade,
the legitimacy of local electoral democracy was put increasingly
in question. The wholesale destruction of many inner city areas
to make way for tower blocks which people did not want to live
in was met with resistance. Tactics included locking councillors
into the Council Chamber and lying down in front of bulldozers.
Squatters found one partial solution to the housing crisis by occu-
pying empty property. The effect was not only to challenge the
way houses were being kept empty while people were homeless,
but the idea of private property itself. Squatting also gave many
people the physical space to explore collective alternatives to the
family, with widespread reverberations. How often have Social Se-
curity officers despaired of finding a ‘head of household’!

Groups of people who had never come into contact with the
labour movement began their own struggles. In 1968 students re-
volted against the power structure of higher education. They ques-
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state apparatus, towards what is sometimes called ‘corporatism’.
We find it helpful to think of these changes as coming in two phases.
The first phase from the early 1960s onwards saw a considerable
expansion and fragmentation of the state apparatus. The interest
groups (including, first and foremost, the trade unions acting in this
capacity) which had flourished in the climate of expanding state ac-
tivity in the 1950s have become increasingly incorporated within
the state apparatus itself, finding an established place on a host
of state bodies, national and local. This has necessarily led to a
fragmentation or disaggregation of the state apparatus itself. This
is expressed, for example, in the enormous growth of semi-state
bodies and ‘quangos’ at national and local level, often without any
clearly defined relation to central state authority. A second con-
sequence is the tendency for class conflict to be displaced. What
was formerly expressed as conflict between trade unions and em-
ployers, for example, is now fragmented being expressed partly in
conflicts between representatives and represented (union leaders
and members). Arguably, the end result of this displacement is
that conflict, instead of being more easily controlled, is in fact less
easy to control: hence the instability of the ‘corporatist’ strategy,
so evident in the last months of the Labour government.

Associated with these institutional changes after 1960 has been
the increasing emphasis on management techniques within the
state apparatus. It seems to us that this development, which has
been an integral part of all recent institutional reforms of the state
should be seen, not just as part of a general trend towards centrali-
sation but, on the contrary, as counterpart of the general disaggre-
gation of the state apparatus. It results not only from a concern to
minimise expenditure and maximise output, and not only from the
increased importance of close contact between state and compa-
nies, but also from a need to impose uniform patterns of behaviour
on an increasingly fragmented state structure. That the develop-
ment of new techniques of control within the state apparatus• has
important implications for state workers is obvious.
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themdecidewhat to cut. He is really saying “Youwill have a chance
to endorse hospital closures earlier in future”.’ And not everybody
may recognise the trap. ‘The danger for us is that some of our mem-
bers, people who really like being on important committees, will
lap this up. They may forget to be a body in opposition to AHA
policies.’

In the Labour Party

Many socialists who are convinced that electoral democratic pro-
cesses are inadequate for bringing about a transition to socialism,
nonetheless join the Labour Party and seek election, particularly
to local councils. This ‘Labour left’ is important to other socialists
who, however critical they may be of the Labour Party, know they
benefit from the fact that occasionally Labour leftists are able to se-
cure corners of government for relatively progressive policies and,
at the worst, keep out the right — in the shape of Tories or the
nationalist parties.

An example of the constructive effect of the existence of a pro-
gressive Labour council on other struggles in an area occurs in the
interviewwith the Advice Centre workers. Labour councils helped
them ‘“into existence, and when, subsequently, Conservative ma-
jorities took over the councils the Advice Centres’ scope for politi-
cal action was seriously curtailed. Yet the Labour left are often criti-
cised by those socialists who prefer to remain outside the party and
outside electoral systems, for having chosen to wear the familiar
shabby garment of authority, to engage in broken promises and the
management of poverty. In failing, like all contemporary adminis-
trations are bound to fail, to find solutions to the ravages caused
by capitalism, the Labour left are felt to bring socialism itself into
popular disrepute by meddling with policy.

We talked to three Labour Party activists, two of whom had re-
cently been elected as councillors in an area with a strong leftwing
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council leadership. We asked them about the possibilities and lim-
itations of their position.

The local authority to which the councillors were elected is in
an inner-city area where there is a particularly high level of de-
pendence on the state for jobs and services. Housing conditions
there are poor. For most people a council flat in a tower block is
about the best you can hope for. The big firms have disappeared
in search of higher profits elsewhere. So wages are low, whether
you work for the council (now the biggest employer round there)
or for one of the cleaning firms that service the big office blocks
that dominate the landscape. Often you can’t get a job at all. The
pressure of living and working in such conditions are reflected in
the high crime, vandalism and truancy rates and the high level of
police activity. For the thirty per cent of the area’s population who
are black, racism compounds these everyday problems.

All three Labour activists felt strongly that by being in, or close
to, power, they had achieved a situation that could be milked for
practical advantage to the working class. It had been possible, for
instance, to give funding to certain radical community groups and
projects; to workwith squatting groups over the use of empty hous-
ing; to appoint race relations advisers to purge the council bureau-
cracy of racist practices — in their housing allocation among other
things. It had even proved possible for a while to hold down coun-
cil housing rents.

But theywere also uneasily aware of the limitations of their posi-
tion. ‘Whatever we are doing at the moment is within this capital-
ist framework, anything you do will contain reformist and perhaps
reactionary elements. No matter what. Therefore you get into the
debate about what is “most progressive”, or something like that.
It is a debate worth having, but it is not desperately fundamen-
tal somehow.’ Worse, the councillors were aware of having opted
to manage the unmanageable. ‘The reality is the budget.’ Needs in
this poor area were incalculable, resources strictly deficient. ‘In So-
cial Services we have been given one-sixth of the funding needed
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alisation with only minimal concession — necessarily so, given the
imperatives of capital restructuring.

The compromise reached through this shift in the nature of Key-
nesianism has not been entirely satisfactory from the point of view
of capital. Certainly, massive capital restructuring has taken place.
Inefficient firms have gone bankrupt or been taken over by bigger
firms: the number of company liquidations more than doubled be-
tween 1973 and 1975. The more successful firms have survived by
‘rationalising’ their workers into unemployment. The number of
people unemployed has soared to its highest level since the 1930s.
Real wages have been cut back to an unprecedented extent. AsThe
Economist put it in September 1977:

The 7 per cent by which the past year’s 10 per cent in-
crease in earnings fell behind its 17 per cent increase
in prices represents the biggest recorded fall in the av-
erage Briton’s real disposable income for over a hundred
years: worse than anything that happened in the 1930s
(The Economist, 3 September 1977).

The cuts in planned expenditure made in three doses in 1976
were far greater than any cuts in state expenditure ever made pre-
viously. Women have been pushed back into the family; youth un-
employment is worse than ever before; racial tension has grown as
blacks are the first to suffer from the crisis and attempts have been
made to aggravate divisions within the working class.

All this is not negligible. But it is not enough for capital. The ne-
cessity of continuing to appease conflicting interests has prevented
restructuring from taking place quickly or radically enough. Hence
the chronic crisis of British capitalism and hence the continuing
pressure for an outright abandonment of the Keynesian mode of
domination.

The transformation of the Keynesian mode of domination has
also involved major changes in the institutional organisation of the
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development of new methods of warfare by one army imposes,
willy nilly, new methods upon the other. One consequence of
the neglect by marxist theory of the analysis of this historical
development of everyday relations between the state and the
working class is that there has been little attempt to understand
these changes in organisational form.

It is a commonplace to say that Keynesianism is now in crisis.
From our perspective, two points are essential in considering

this crisis. First, the crisis of Keynesianism is a crisis of capital.
Secondly, if we think of Keynesianism not as a set of policies, but as
a particular form of dominating, atomising, disarming the working
class, then we must not think of the crisis as simply an attack on
working class living standards (although this is important). The
crisis is also a restructuring of the way in which class conflict is
filtered and defined. We need to remember this if we are to develop
appropriate ways of combatting the smothering of conflict which
keeps capitalism alive.

The crisis dawned in Britain about 1960. During the 1950s the
favourable conditions of accumulation established through the ex-
perience of fascism and war allowed the apparent reconciliation
of conflicting ‘interests’ by relatively harmonious means and with-
out any major disruption of the established pattern of social rela-
tions. From 1960 onwards the clear decline of profitability first in
the British and then later in the decade in the world economymade
the restructuring of the relations of production increasingly diffi-
cult. But at the same time the balance of class forces was such that a
radical abandonment of the Keynesianmode of dominationwas im-
possible. The result has been a compromise: not a sharp abandon-
ment of the Keynesian mode of domination but its gradual trans-
formation. If originally Keynesianism involved the attempt to rec-
oncile conflicting ‘interests’ through a combination of institution-
alisation and concession, since 1960 the emphasis within this indis-
soluble combination has been increasingly placed upon institution-
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for our three-year plan. And that plan itself would only have be-
gun to touch the problems in our area.’ They are in the invidious
position, for example, of making policy for a particular day nurs-
ery, scheduled to close on account of high lead pollution in the
air surrounding its playground. There is no money to relocate it.
Should they support its fight to stay open? Is a poisonous nursery
better than no nursery?

The limitations on resources posed by central government, and
resistance to local rate rises, meant that what they seemed to have
taken on was the job of prioritising, choosing what not to fund.
‘Social Services committee would have to turn round to the “under
fives campaign”, and say “Okay, here is our plan. Given our finan-
cial constraints, we cannot build you a nursery without cutting
back on some other part of the plan. What do you suggest?”

In this kind of situation, leftist councillors were finding it diffi-
cult to avoid the trap of thinking as a manager, thinking about ‘lim-
iting demand’. ‘In housing, one councillor was taken on and he’s
got a revolutionary background and rhetoric. But now even he’s
talking the language of “you can’t put a quart into a pint pot”, and
“we’ve got to think about priorities”.’ Whatever your intentions,
resisting the language of management may prove impossible. The
problem for the councillors we talked to was to find a new way of
thinking and struggling, one that resists taking the management
standpoint.

Normally, our class instincts are strongest when it comes to
worker/boss relationships. What happens to a Labour group,
however left, when it wins an election is that it steps right into
the shoes of a boss. ‘You see, the biggest employer in the area
is us. And the way we as a council relate to our workforce is
through very traditional management/worker channels. Before
the election we promised to set up a Working Party on Industrial
Democracy, to look at council labour relations. After the election
nothing was done on our side about it, until we were prompted by
the union reps, on the Joint Works Committee. It was embarrass-
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ing, really, that it was left to them to raise it, after all we had said
beforehand.’ And although they kept their promise on that, it has
proved difficult in practice for the councillors to link up with their
employees on a basis of ‘we’re on your side’.

The councillors were uneasily recognising that they had not
found a way of transforming the boss/worker relationship. ‘I
think we are, after all, out to get as much as we can for our money,
to get the best services possible. We are not for allowing every
worker in the town hall to take four days a week holiday just
because we’ve got a left-wing council.’

The other major contradiction lay in the Council’s relation with
local people. There appeared to be a genuine debate within the
Labour Group on the Council as to what the nature of the rela-
tionship should be. Some felt that devolution and participation
shouldn’t go too far. ‘Councillors should still be in control.’ This
was a minority view however. Another minority wanted more in-
volvement with community groups. For instance, they proposed
tenant liaison officers to link the tenants’ associations closer to the
Council. But a majority of the Labour Group turned this down, be-
cause they felt that ‘that was the opposite of what we should be
doing’. It would be an attempt to manage conflict and contain it. It
was rejected for that very reason. Yet this same perceptive group
was planning ‘devolution of services and ward consultation as one
of the means by which we can get through to people locally’. Just
what could the relationship be between socialist urban managers
and a local working class? Was there any option between one of
outright enmity, on the one hand, or, on the other, working-class
people getting tied up in ‘participation’ and the managerial logic?

Breaking out of the managerialism of the councillors’ role is
made particularly difficult because the entire structure of the lo-
cal authority reinforces a technical rather than a political way of
looking at the issues. Key decisions are taken by a Board of Direc-
tors, and a sophisticated hierarchy of people with special skills or
qualifications ensures their implementation. Senior officers ensure
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is significant is not just the closeness of this relation, but its es-
tablishment on an individual or, even more important, family ba-
sis. The welfare services imply recognition that the myth of indi-
vidual responsibility has lost conviction and that family support
structures have been broken down by the force of capitalist devel-
opment. However it seeks to reinforce our existence as isolated
individuals or isolated nuclear family structures, with all the impli-
cations for concepts of family responsibility and for the oppression
of women that those structures imply.

The Beveridge Report of 1942, the report which officially laid the
basis for the creation of the welfare state after the war, was very
conscious of the importance of structuring the state action in this
area in such a way as to strengthen the family and the position of
women in the home. To take just one example:

The attitude of the housewife to gainful employment out-
side the home is not and should not be the same as that
of the single woman. She has other duties … Taken as
a whole, the Plan for Social Security puts a premium on
marriage in place of penalising it … In the next thirty
years housewives as Mothers have vital work to do in en-
suring the adequate continuance of the British Race and
of British ideals in the world (Beveridge Report, p. 52).

The family is at the core of the state to an extent that we rarely
realise.

What these three examples illustrate is that the emergence of
the Keynesian mode of domination involved in many different
ways the development of new forms of struggle by the bourgeoisie,
of new ways of dividing and atomising the working class. These
forms of struggle, these new relations established between capital
and labour are not only an indirect response to working class
struggle, they also inevitably shape that struggle and call forth
new forms of organisation, just as inevitably as, in a war, the
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Whatwas involved, in Keynesianism then, was not simply the in-
troduction of new policies but a major reorganisation of the way in
which bourgeois political relations are shaped, a change in the way
in which the working class is officially atomised and regrouped. Of
great importance in this reorganisation is the changed role of the
trade unions and the growing involvement of trade union leaders
in the state’s attempt to ‘manage’ capitalism. But the changed role
of the trade unions is merely the core of a more general pattern of
government based on trying to meet conflicting demands by incor-
porating the conflicting interests, by granting limited concessions
rather than by seeking an outright confrontation.

The expansion of state expenditure and state activity implied
in Keynesian strategy has created a framework in which ‘interest
groups’ could flourish. Relations between these groups and the
parts of the state apparatus with which they dealt have become
increasingly close. Increasingly, political activity has come to be
focused not through parties and parliamentary representatives, but
through functionally defined interest groupswhichmaintain direct
relations with sections of the bureaucracy. Part of this general de-
velopment is the tendency for the state apparatus both to deal with
people through these pressure groups and to group people together
on the basis of functional interests so defined.

Thus, for example, categories such as ‘car owners’ and ‘council
house tenants’ come, with the expansion of state administration,
to play a much more important part in the relations between the
state and the classes of society. Also, the state relates to those func-
tionally defined groups through the officially recognised represen-
tatives of their interests: the AA and RAC for car-owners, officially
recognised tenants’ associations for tenants.

A third aspect of the post-war pattern of social relations which
is worth underlining is the enormous impact of the ‘welfare’ ser-
vices on the way in which the state relates to people. The growth
of the welfare state has meant the development of a much more di-
rect relation between the state and members of the ‘public’. What
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that councillors do not normally have direct access to lower level
officers. ‘When I went round Management Services I was followed
round by the Director’, a councillor said, ‘and his assistants, and
you can imagine going up to some poor worker, trying to talk to
him about what he was actually doing, or what he thought about
Management Services, when he could be overheard by Mr X, and
Mr Y and Mr Z … ’

The same structure which workers find oppressive to work in,
and clients find impossible to penetrate, constrains the councillors:
‘We can’t get into the Housing Directorate because it is locked to
stop angry clients from getting in. It not only keeps them out, it
keeps us out too.’

Of course, as with the Advice Centre workers, the councillors
were aware that around everything the Council does is the encir-
clement of the law. ‘Everything is governed by statute. You are al-
ways caught in any direction you want to go in, really hidebound.’
A clear example of this is the relationship of the Council to a group
of low-paid women workers in the locality. ‘One of the things we
have tried to do is put money into workers’ co-operatives, and a
particularly important one was the women cleaners. They are mas-
sively exploited by the companies they work for. So the women
cleaners’ co-op was set up in the north of the district, with our
help and a large low-interest loan. We invited them to tender for
council contracts. They put in a tender for cleaning the town hall,
worked out the basis of the lowest rate of pay that any woman
in the Council gets today. And their tender was the highest we
received. So the other firms must have been paying even lower
wages. And yet we are bound by law to accept the lowest tender.
So we ended up supporting the super-exploitative practices of the
office-cleaning firms, rather than the workers’ co-op.’

‘It is central government that makes these rules that govern the
activities of local authorities, as it is the government that controls
resource allocation. It is central government that stops councils
putting up their workers’ wages, spending more on improving ices,
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or keeping the rents of council houses down.’ The councillors saw
this as a stumbling block at every turn. ‘If you had a council which
was a hundred per cent supportive to class struggle activity go-
ing on in the community, and from that perspective was a perfect
Council, I think it would still be caught in the same dilemma as we
are caught in now.’

They were aware of, and often talked about, the possibility of
openly defying central government. But they believed that to en-
gage in such a confrontation might lose them the very thing they’d
sought election in order to gain, it would involve a breakdown the
services provided by the Council. The knowledge that their action
might hurt local people, whether as ‘clients’ or workers, more than
or in addition to hurting the state, they believed was the major bar-
rier to action. ‘The Leader says that if we defy central government
and go broke locally, the first thing that will happen is that we will
not be able to pay the weekly-paid staff, and we will have all the
unions against us.’

The thing that above all else heightens the councillors’ sense of
urgency in finding a course of action is their awareness that if they
are trapped, it is a trap that they have entered voluntarily. It is a
political role they have chosen to play, not a work situation they
are caught up in. There exist few models of appropriate practice
for them to draw on. We asked them whether they felt socialists
outside Labour Party had any suggestions about how they might
find a way through their managerial predicament. But they felt
none of parties that stay outside the Council wanted to know about
the contradictions of going in. ‘They don’t show their faces. They
aren’t interested.’
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capital and labour. As we have seen, the war established a certain
compromise between the classes, a certain modus vivendi, or, since
the rule of capital was not successfully challenged, whatwe can call
a mode of domination. It is this mode of domination which is now
breaking up and being replaced by another. So it is important to
try to understand this process.

To some extent, the restructuring of relations between capital
and labour has very little to dowith the state. It takes place through
redundancies, through intensifying the labour process to increase
productivity, through inflation and bankruptcies etc. Nevertheless,
the role of the state is very important, particularly in the present
crisis. This is not because there is any smooth, inevitable trend
towards the expansion of the state, but because the nature of the
post-war settlement was such that it involved a high degree of state
intervention.

As we have seen, the resolution of the last major crisis of cap-
ital through fascism and war led to the installation in Britain of
a new mode of domination sometimes referred to as ‘Keynesian-
ism’, based on a commitment to active state involvement in recon-
ciling the conflicts between capital and labour. This involved two
things. First, it involved grantingmaterial concessions to the work-
ing class such as the National Health Service, national insurance,
council housing, and aid to industry to maintain employment. All
this costs money, but the resolution of the crisis had laid the basis
for the rapid expansion of capital internationally, so that the sharp
growth in state expenditure was absorbed by capital without too
much difficulty.

Secondly, and this was quite inseparable from the first aspect,
the increase in state intervention involved a greatly increased role
for the state in the reproduction of the social relations of capitalism,
in the processing of social conflict into relatively harmless forms.
Thus, more and more people were employed by the state. More
and more people came into daily routine contact with the state.
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lated and wages held down. In addition the enormous destruction
and depreciation of capital values during the war meant both that
demand levels after the war were very much higher and that there
was a new basis on which to begin accumulating capital.

The crisis of the 1930s was resolved, then, through a combina-
tion of fascism and war. Both of these involved enormous loss and
suffering for the working class. But it would be wrong to think of
this process in too simplistic a manner for, despite the very major
defeats suffered by the working class in the period 1933–45, there
were two important features which gave to the pattern of social
relations established after the war the character of what many saw
as a ‘Golden Era’.

These two features were, first, the fact that the victory of the
Allies was based on the close incorporation of the working class
into the war effort. This involved a whole complex of institutional
changes, concessions and promises of further concessions – laying
the basis for what is sometimes referred to as ‘the post-war set-
tlement’. The second feature was that the unprecedented extent
of the defeat of the working class internationally laid the basis for
an unprecedented period of capitalist expansion after the war. So
working class living standards were allowed to rise. It is in this
context that the ‘post-war settlement’ and the pattern of social and
political relations which it installed in Britain has to be understood.
The pattern of relations established after the war is often referred
to as Keynesianism. It is the contradictions of this pattern, of Key-
nesianism, which have now come to the fore in the present crisis.

Keynesianism and the present crisis

When we talk of the present crisis, we are not speaking simply
of an ‘economic recession’, a ‘downturn’ in the economy which
will soon be over, leaving everything as it was before. The crisis
is a long drawn-out struggle to restructure the relations between
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Chapter 2 — The predicament

A number of major predicaments seem to emerge from these con-
versations. It is not that everyone experiences the state in the same
way, but that nearly always a problem experienced by one individ-
ual or group is reflected in the experience of others. We discuss
below a number of issues that seemed to be recurring in what peo-
ple told us. The issues are difficult to separate out and pin down for
examination, however, because they are interactive. The relation
between the state and ourselves is a seamless web.

Resources we need involve us in relations we don’t. The major
contradiction that seems to arise over and over again in peoples’
relation with the state is that the state’s institutions offer certain
needed goods, benefits or services — things we cannot do without,
orwould rather have from the state than from any ready alternative
source; yet getting these things somehow puts us in an undesirable
position. This contradiction takes a number of different forms in
our conversations. To win a degree of control over the operations
of the local authority, Labour leftists felt they had to fight elections.
Yet once elected they found themselves involved in a management
situation, employer to low-paid workers. Advice centre workers
wanted to obtain legal rights for their ‘clients’, but to do so they
and the people they were helping had to observe the stifling forms
of the law, submit to legal procedures, take on the role of plaintiff.

Another expression of this contradiction is found in the: inter-
view with teachers. If some socialists and feminists seek higher
posts in the educational system they can channel resources to,
and defend the interests of, progressive classroom teachers and
working class children. Yet doing this embroils them deeper
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and deeper, the further up the ladder they go, in hierarchical
organisation, in maintaining and observing discipline, in the
administration of rules and regulations. It often means accepting
the daily practice of sexism and racism too.

An example drawn from an entirely different situation may help
to illustrate the way we sometimes have to compromise over rela-
tions to acquire resources. Through the squatting movement, peo-
ple in need of housing have taken independent, direct action in oc-
cupying houses that were standing empty through private and pub-
lic landlords’ inability or unwillingness to administer them. Apart
from obtaining somewhere to live, many squatters felt that the act
of stepping outside the relations of property, the relation of tenant
to landlord, was both challenging to the authorities and encour-
aging to working-class people. They felt politically good about
it. But many local councils responded to squatters by inventing
a second-class form of tenure called a ‘licence’ to occupy short-life
housing. They offered licences to people living in squats. It meant
semi-security for the squatter, and a renewed grip on housing man-
agement for the authority. In most cases a homeless family needed
the physical resource of the house for which they were offered a
licence so much that they could not consider rejecting it. They sub-
mitted to the compromising relationship of landlord and licensee
and abandoned the principled political stand of squatting.

Caring helps the (capitalist) world go round. A related but some-
what different point is that as state workers charged with the task
of helping people achieve things they need (teachers — a-levels, so-
cial workers — extra social security payments, advice centre work-
ers legal redress), we actively endorse a deceptive illusion. This is
the illusion that everyone is equal, with equal rights, freedom of
action and access to resources, and that the state can help people
achieve this equality. We know from experience that this is untrue.
We know that relatively few people can get ‘their rights’ through
the process of law and that the rights which are accessible to them
in this way are skimpy. Likewise, we know that relatively few who
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through bankruptcy or takeover andwith it the destruction of large
amounts of capital machinery. But pushing through these changes
requires a major transformation of social relations. It involves,
at the most basic level, prolonged struggles between capital and
labour to get workers to accept new conditions of production, to ac-
cept mass redundancies, high unemployment and lower real wages.
But this may involve in turn a whole process of negotiation with
the trade unions, attempts to integrate the trade union leaders into
the state, attempts to control dissent within the unions by means
of the reform of industrial relations and so on. It may involve a
restructuring of the state’s social services as, on the one hand, con-
cessions are given to the trade unions to get them to accept lower
wages and redundancies, and, on the other, cuts are made to relieve
the burden of taxation on capital. All this involves too a restruc-
turing of family relations, as women are often the first to be made
redundant, as the cuts in hospital and other social services throw
back caring responsibilities on to the home, where they fall primar-
ily on women as the increased stress and tension at work and out
of work take their toll on our ‘private’ lives.

One need only think of the last major crisis of world capitalism
to see that what is at issue goes far beyond the ‘economic’. Twoma-
jor factors contributed to the resolution of that crisis. The first was
fascism. Fascism promoted the centralisation of capital, eliminated
the less efficient capitals, strengthened the position of national cap-
ital on the world market and, above all, greatly increased the rate
of exploitation by smashing the working class organisations and
holding down wages. There was not, of course, a fascist takeover
in all major capitalist countries, but the international movement of
capital ensured that after the war all the, leading sectors of inter-
national capital benefited from the ‘achievements’ of fascism.

The second major factor which finally brought about the reso-
lution of the crisis of the 1930s was the second world war. This
too involved a major defeat for the working class. Not only were
millions of workers slaughtered, but everywhere labour was regu-
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Capital is dead labour, that, vampire-like only lives
by sucking living labour, and lives the more, the more
labour it sucks (Capital Vol. 1. p.233).

Capitalism is not unstable simply because any system of class
domination is bound to be unstable. It is also unstable in another
sense. A peculiarity of capital is that it can survive only by exploit-
ing living labour, but its anarchic pursuit of surplus value forces
it to drive living labour out of the process of production. In order
to exploit their workers more, capitalists replace those workers by
machines. Eventually, this leads to a situation in which the amount
of surplus value produced by the workers falls in relation to the to-
tal amount of capital invested by the capitalists.

In other words, the antagonistic relation between capital and
labour, which drives capital unceasingly to increase its exploita-
tion, of labour, expresses itself paradoxically in a tendency for the
rate of profit to fall. While each individual capital replaces its work-
ers by, machinery to maximise its profits, the end result of the un-
coordinated actions of competing capitals is to reduce the general
rate of profit. Once profits begin to fall seriously, capitalists start
to withdraw their capital from investment, unemployment goes up,
wages fall and we have what is seen as a crisis. But the crisis does
not simply appear out of the blue: it is merely the clearest expres-
sion of the antagonistic relations that are there all the time. The
tendency of the rate of profit to fall is merely the economic expres-
sion of the social contradictions inherent in capitalist production.
Those contradictions periodically become so acute as to interrupt
the continuation of that production.

The crisis then is not simply an ‘economic’ crisis, but a crisis of
an entire social structure. It is a crisis which can be resolved for
capital only by restructuring those social relations, in such a way
that profitable production is allowed to continue. At the most ba-
sic level, this drive for profitable production involves increasing
the rate of exploitation, the elimination of inefficient businesses
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pass through the education system get O-levels, and that, besides,
O-levels are not all that could be wished of a really good education.

Yet in present circumstances people really need and want these
things, and because of this, we want to help them achieve them.
The CHC workers and advice centre workers in our interviews
were caught in this contradiction. They were uneasy about the
casework theywere asked to do because it was so evidently needed,
for different reasons, by both the individual and the state. It placed
them in a position where to challenge the state’s expectations of
them as workers, they seemed to be hurting the very people they
wanted to help.

In a sense, the social worker or nurse or teacher is in a similar
situation at work to that in which she is (and others are) as mother
or lover at home. She loves and cares because she is human. But
that loving and caring is doubly exploited. It seems to involve her
in unpaid and unfair amounts of work in the home. And it causes
her to accept underpaid and often heartbreaking work outside. Yet
if she resists, she risks hurting herself and those she cares about,
merely to ruille the state a little. Men too are involved in such car-
ing relationships, and sometimes work in caring jobs, and insofar
as they do are caught in the same contradiction.

[The following poem appears in a separate box at this point in the
text, on page 44]

A bed for the night

I hear that in New York
At the comer of 26th Street and Broadway
Aman stands every evening during the winter months
And gets beds for the homeless there
By appealing to passers-by.
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It won’t change the world
It won’t improve relations among men
It will not shorten the age of exploitation
But a few men have a bed for the night
For a night the wind is kept from them
The snow meant for them falls on the roadway.

Don’t put the book down on reading this, man.

A few people have a bed for the night
For a night the wind is kept from them
The snow meant for them falls on the roadway
But it won’t change relations among men
It will not shorten the age of exploitation.

Bertolt Brecht

The imperative of need. Behind this particular contradiction
lies the helming problem of actual physical economic need in
capitalism. Practical need is so demanding that anyone with any
knowhow or resources feels obliged to shove a finger in the dyke.
Teachers felt they needed to act as social workers, the advice
centre workers as philanthropists and advocates. A strong sense
of caring leads first to a liberal and charitable perspective from
which difficult to move onward to a collective and political one.

Human warmth of feeling presses the individual state worker
to respond to the individual client’s suffering. Besides, many of
these institutions, even the advisory or participatory ones, do have,
(ever limited, some financial resources for such purposes. If they
are not used they are wasted. Yet the deployment of them is time
consuming. Coping with peoples’ needs stops you attacking the
source of need. To ignore immediate need and organise a struggle
with broader scope, directed against structural evils, seems to be
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1930s — looked to some as though it might be the final crisis of
capitalism. But capitalism survived — it recovered its health, but
only through inflicting enormous suffering on the working class,
through the horrors of fascism and the slaughter of war.

That crisis (and this) is often referred to as an ‘economic crisis’.
The term is misleading, however as the example of the 1930s shows.
The crisis has its roots in the immediate relations of production, but
… its resolution requires the transformation of the whole complex
of social relations.

Capitalist development is inevitably subject to crisis. There are
times when it is easy for socialists to forget this. During the long
period of post-war prosperity (at least it seemed long at the time),
it was easy for socialists to accept the prevailing bourgeois wisdom,
that Keynesian economic management had put an end to all crises,
and that the way forward was through gradual reform. But now
all that has changed: the self-satisfied platitudes of the bourgeoisie.
Have been exposed and the crisis-ridden character of capitalism is
plain for all to see. The crisis involves an attack on the working
class, but it also gives us hope. The system is weak and cannot
survive for ever.

Why is crisis inevitable?

Capitalism is an entire social structure based on the exploitation
of one class by another. As we have seen, the capitalist class, by
virtue of its control of the means of production, is able to compel
the working class to work for it, and to take for itself, as profit, the
surplus produced by the working class. The capitalist class rules by
virtue of its control of capital, of the ‘dead labour’ of the workers.
The means of production already produced by the workers them-
selves, are turned against the workers, to exploit them. As Marx
put it:
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Chapter 4 — Crisis

The bubbling of the soup is not simply a timeless, continuing pro-
cess. The whole structure of capitalist social relations (including
the state) is inevitably subject to periodic crisis. Crisis is basically
a period when the inner contradictions of capitalism make it nec-
essary for the whole structure of class relations to be reorganised.
The conflicts which are present all the time become much more in-
tense, the bubbles in the cauldron acquire a new meaning and a
new potential. That is why, if we are to have any perspective of
change and if we are to be able to relate our own tussles to the gen-
eral course of class struggle, we must have some idea of how we
are situated in relation to the crisis of capitalism.

We know that the state is in upheaval, that the state is in crisis.
We know it from the interviews in the first chapter and we know

it from our own experience and from what we can see around us.
In the last few years the state has taken on the appearance of a
battlefield, with cuts in state expenditure, struggles against the
cuts, more and more strikes in the public sector, battles against
‘scroungers’, and sharpening conflicts between state workers and
those who try to ‘manage’ them.

What is this crisis and why should it give us hope? The crisis
is not just a crisis of the state but a crisis of capitalist society as a
whole. It should give us hope because it shows so clearly what was
so pompously and complacently denied throughout the 1950s and
early 1960s: that capitalism is inherently unstable.

When we say that we are in the middle of a crisis of capitalism,
we do not, unfortunately, mean that capitalism is on the verge of
collapse. The last major crisis of world capitalism — in the early
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an indulgence, and hard to justify to people who are poor, or sick
or homeless. Because in such circumstances they are often reluc-
tant or able to collectivise their problem and fight in campaigns.
If someone comes into the CHC office crippled with arthritis, it is
difficult to tell them to join a group to make the NHS change its
priorities.

The state workers’ problem of choice is rooted in the fact that
people have very little choice. It is difficult for people in tight cir-
cumstances to turn a personal tussle with the state into a political
struggle against it. Women with children and without collective
support can barely get out of the house for a meeting.

Ourselves as wage earners against ourselves as consumers. The in-
divisible web of our relationship with the state and with each other
is such that there seems to exist a conflict between our interests as
wage earners working for the state, and our interests as ‘clients’ of
state services, as consumers. Official statements about ‘wage/price
spirals’ warn us off wage demands because of their effect on prices,
which take the money out of our pockets as soon as we earn it. The
press and other media often seem to play on this theme. And it re-
flects, although in a distorted way, a real experience for many of
the people we talked to.

An example is Maureen’s dependence on hospitals, hospital
personnel and ambulance services. Her interests are apparently
harmed by strikes among these workers. But many hospital
workers, especially auxiliary workers, are also women like her,
many with children. And they have no recourse, given present
union policy, but to strike if they are to get higher wages or better
conditions of work, so as to provide for themselves and their
families and to continue or improve the service to Maureen.

The conflict between ourselves as wage earners and ourselves
as consumers, however, is more apparent than real. What descrip-
tions of the ‘wage/price spiral’, or of the ‘irresponsible public sector
worker’ leave out of account is the vital third term: capital, which
is so often the root of the problem we experience.
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Official discourse ignores that there is another party manipulat-
ing the situation for gain, or for control. For’ instance, in ‘1 official
discourse about education, the teacher is often pitted against ‘the
school child’ or ‘the parents’. Yet the state has a special interest in
the performance of both teacher and child. Somehow this escapes
attention. This was clearly expressed in the conversationwith John
about the experience of being a bus conductor. The conductor is
pitted against the passenger in a painful individual way, so that he
or she comes to see the struggle as being one to get fewer old age
pensioners travelling free on the buses for less of the time, rather
than a struggle against the state to get more buses for everybody
and more conductors’ jobs.

It is not just a problem of consciousness but of practice, however.
If, as a state worker, you take militant action of any kind you will
run the risk of hurting and angering working-class people more
than you hurt the state. Hospital workers, by striking, might gain
improvements in wages which would lead to better staffed hospi-
tals. But in taking this course of action theywould be likely to alien-
ate the very patientswhose strength is needed in this campaign and
whom the hospital is conceived as serving. John showed how both
individual sabotage of the bus service and union-supported strike
action both damaged the service andmade evenworse the workers’
relations with the London working class who use the buses. Mil-
itant workers in the state, and their unions, partly because of the
contradictions of their situation, partly perhaps because of limited
vision blinkered by the way union struggle has developed histor-
ically, have difficulty finding forms of action that do not damage
the working class as much or more than they damage the state.

Another example of this particular contradiction occurs in the
councillors’ description of their managerial relationship with their
employees. Here the effect is the opposite one. They (stepping
into the state role) find themselves saying, in effect, ‘We are going
to ensure that we exploit your labour power to the full, as council
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struggle does not simply erupt on the fringes of capitalism, in
occasional surges of militancy. It is there every day, everywhere,
in the whole system of antagonistic relations based on the active
and daily repeated exploitation of one class by another.

To think that such a system based on antagonism could ever be
stable, could ever be reduced entirely to routine habit, could ever re-
produce itself ‘normally’ without conflict or disruption, as the bour-
geoisie would have us believe, is nonsense. We can see all around
us that the ‘normal’ condition of things is one of instability: facto-
ries, families, schools — all are riven by conflict, disruption and im-
permanence — far from the havens of peace and tranquillity which
bourgeois ideology suggests. The veneer of equality and harmony
scarcely conceals the daily eruptions of state violence and discrim-
ination on the one hand, and on the other sabotage, truancy, ab-
senteeism, vandalism and the million other acts of rebellion which
capital is constantly seeking to control or suppress.

This seething, steaming soup which constantly breaks through
the thin crust of bourgeois forms exists inside as well as outside
the state apparatus. The antagonisms which constantly disrupt
the flow of things outside the state find expression also in direct
relation to the state apparatus. Often these antagonisms are
expressed simply in individual acts of rebellion with little political
consequence, but sometimes they take more significant forms:
organisation by claimants, for instance or community workers
joining tenants in protests against state housing provision. Every-
where cracks constantly appear in the relation between the state
apparatus and the state as a form of capitalist social relations.
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routine contact with the state apparatus against the form of social
relations which the apparatus is trying to impose upon our actions.

Now, it is very clear that the state apparatus is not neutral. The
whole complex of rules, procedures, divisions of competence, the
way that buildings are constructed and furniture designed — all
seem to press our activities into a certain mould. The teacher slots
into a certain hierarchy in the school, s/he is instructed to teach
a certain subject during strictly allotted periods of the day, within
a classroom in which children are separated from the rest of the
world and placed at desks arranged in a neat, orderly pattern. But
it cannot be assumed that the form of state workers’ activity is
inevitably and completely determined by the state apparatus.

We have already seen examples of peoples’ contradictory expe-
rience of the state, reflecting the contradictions and antagonisms
of capitalist society. The process of state activity is continually in-
terrupted by workers’ behaviour being inconsistent with the aims
of the state apparatus. Teaching is not always schooling kids for
capitalism, community workers are not always acting as ‘soft cops’.

In Chapter 6 we shall give examples of this. There is always a
tendency for a break or disjuncture to exist between the state ap-
paratus and the way it is trying to form our actions. The state ap-
paratus, the network of rules and controls to which we are subject
is a fossil, the outcome of past struggles to channel activity into
the ‘proper’ form. As such, it is far from neutral, but it also has a
certain hollowness and, if we are strong enough, brittleness. The
rules are constantly being resisted and broken: the problem for us
is how do we bend and break them in a politically effective way, in
a way which would strengthen the struggle for socialism?

The state casts a protective and opaque seal of freedom and
equality over the class domination of capitalism, but this is far
from being a smooth, impregnable seal. It is more like a thin crust
on a seething, bubbling cauldron of soup. Any system based on
class exploitation is bound to be unstable, because it is based on
conflict, on the oppression of the majority by the minority. Class
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workers, in order to give you, as members of the public, the best
and cheapest possible service.’

So who is defining us and our problems? ‘Wage earner’ or ‘con-
sumer’, these categories separate us. It is the state that seems to de-
fine who we are. People say, when there is a disagreement about
words ‘it’s only a problem of definition’, as though definition is
unimportant. But when one group of people have the power to
define another group of people, and the authority to make that def-
inition stick, it has real and painful effects.

The main thrust of the Women’s Movement has been to over-
throw the definition of women imposed on them by men, to define
themselves. The struggle of homosexuals is to define their own
sexuality in defiance of the limiting definition imposed on them by
an aggressively heterosexual culture. In a social world definitions
actually construct reality. We tend to act most of the time in the
way we have been defined. And the state seems to have a big hand
in defining us. It tells us who we are and confuses us about where
our interests lie: we are tenants, parents, ratepayers.

The state also seems to represent our problems to us in a way
that muddles us as to what is problematic for us and what is prob-
lematic for the state. Immigrants who are suffering from racial
discrimination, by the state as much as by individual racists, are
told they have a ‘language problem’.

The Community Health Council workers were frustrated that
they were expected to concern themselves only with the NHS, in
such a way that it was difficult to talk about the more urgent ques-
tion of what is making people ill. The teachers were expected to
deform their students’ learning experience in the interests of ex-
aminations, when they know that a pre-ordained number will not
even pass them. Exams are really the state’s problem, yet they are
made to seem the child’s. Teaching students to confront this reality
was almost a proscribed activity. The advice centre workers were
expected to help people in obtaining rehousing in the full knowl-
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edge that this would make others have to wait longer for a house.
A class problem is posed as an individual one.

It was clear from the interviews that the’ state’s day to day pri-
ority is management. Although we are told that the welfare state
exists to help us with our problems, it seems to be more concerned
with finding ways of dealing with the problem we are for the capi-
talist system. The CHC workers, teachers and advice centre work-
ers all found themselves in the business of managing conflict: chan-
nelling dissent about hospital closures through endless consulta-
tive committees; perpetuating the illusion of equality of opportu-
nity; providing an outlet for people to make complaints without
threatening the system.

All along the line, the state uses language and engages in prac-
tices that confuse us as to what are problems for the working class
and what are problems for the state. Health managers are inter-
ested in discharging people from hospital to their homes as soon
as possible. They claim this is better for our health and morale.
We know it saves them money, however. We are the ones who
know’ best about our real problem (whether our home conditions
would help or hinder our recovery). We want the choice. The state
workers’ predicament is that they often get bogged down in these
definitions, especially if they think of themselves as ‘neutral pro-
fessionals’.

The conversation with John, the bus conductor, adds a rider to
this. The unions too, are often in the business of redefining our
problems and turning them into statements of need that we may
go along with, but that we somehow feel do not represent our real
requirements, We are led by the union into demanding more over-
time rather than better basic pay, more buses, more jobs,

The taboos of sex and class. The workers in the advice centres,
the schools and the Community Health Council said they found it
very difficult indeed to use class as an explanation, or to propose
certain class-based forms of action, even when this seemed to them
as socialists to be the most realistic thing to do, Instead, they found
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The two senses of ‘state’

How canwe use our daily routine contact with the state (as ‘clients’
or as ‘employees’) to struggle against the state? This is the problem
which cannot be avoided. On the one hand, we have seen that the
idea that you can achieve socialism through the state is illusory:
the state channels and fragments our struggles in such a way that
socialism can never appear on the agenda. On the other hand, to as-
sume that our routine contact with the state cannot be used in the
struggle for socialism would be to condemn ourselves to the hope-
less dilemma of after-hours socialism. The dilemma of strengthen-
ing capitalism by working as agents of the capitalist state during
the day and try toweaken it by our socialist activity in the evenings
and at weekends. For those of us whowork for a state or semi-state
body, or who come into routine contact with the state, as claimants,
or tenants, or councillors, for instance the question is inescapable:
how do we work in and against the state?

To talk of working in and against the state implies that we are us-
ing the term ‘state’ in two slightly different senses. So far, we have
emphasised the importance of seeing the state not just as an institu-
tion, but as a form of social relations, of seeing how the process of
state activity takes place. But it is also an institution. Indeed, this
is the more common view — to see parliament, the army, judges,
as making up a machine, an apparatus, an ‘instrument of the rul-
ing class’. When we say we are employed by the state, or that we
come into routine contact with the state, we are referring to an in-
stitution, a network of hierarchical rules and financial powers and
controls. But when we say this, we say as yet nothing about the
way in which the state operates.

Therefore we can distinguish between two senses of the word
‘state’, between the state apparatus, and the state considered as a
form or process of social relations. The two senses are closely in-
tertwined, but the distinction is important. The problem of work-
ing in and against the state is precisely the problem of turning our
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Furthermore, the processes by which the state fragments (or
‘confirms the fragmentation of) society at large find their counter-
part within the internal organisation of the state apparatus itself.
Just as the state deals with people in a fragmented manner as pa-
tients, social security claimants, or old age pensioners, so this is
reflected in the internal division of labour within the state appara-
tus between officials who deal with patients, those who deal with
social security claimants, those who deal with old age pensioners,
and so on.

And just as the receipt of benefits and the definition of the
claimant is bound up with a whole network of supervision and
control, so within the state a massive system of hierarchical con-
trol ensures that the proper division of labour makes it virtually
impossible to raise the question of class or exploitation. For a state
worker to try to get to the roots of a problem would be to stray
beyond the definition of her or his job.

So what is at issue here is not just a question of ideology in a sim-
ple sense. It is not just that our minds are constantly bombarded
(as indeed they are) with the idea that we are living in a free, demo-
cratic society, that illness and poverty are individual problems. It
is more than that. Even if we see through all this, even if we see
or sense that illness or poverty are problems of society, we are still
faced by the problem that any positive action by us seems to require
us to jump through certain administrative hoops, to go through cer-
tain procedures which, whatever our beliefs, constrain us to act as
individuals or fragmented groups.

The struggle against the state, therefore, is not just a matter of
enlightening people, of showing them that the state is capitalist. It
is a problem of trying to develop alternative forms of organisation
which will counteract the fragmentation imposed by the state and
give material expression to class solidarity. The state is constantly
trying to reduce us to abstract individual citizens. We must strug-
gle against that. We must find ways of expressing our struggles
materially as class struggles.
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themselves speaking of ‘parents’, ‘patients’, ‘individuals’, the pub-
lic, and ‘local people’ not only when they really meant to point up
these characteristics and attributes, but as an alternative to speak-
ing about ‘the working class’, Many are aware that they do this
for a quite specific reason, People are designated this way within
the terms of reference of the state workers’ job, people are grouped
into such categories which then become the sphere of the worker’s
job. Their political actions only have legitimacy if they stick within
these terms of reference. To speak of class is to ‘break cover’. As
long as we act on the false definitions we are all right. When we hit
on the correct way of looking at problems, when we have a sense
of sex and race and class, we’re in trouble.

Advice centre workers address people as individuals (though as
we have seen, theywould prefer not to) because their legitimacy de-
rives from being caseworkers. The ‘public’ implies a societal rather
than a class interest — hence the CommunityHealth Council’s brief
is ‘to represent the interests of the public in the NHS’.

Geography also sometimes has to act as a surrogate for class.
The CHC workers felt that they had to look for ‘causes of ill-health
in the borough’, though they were actually aware that more causes
of ill-health to the people of the borough lay in industrial practices
and employment patterns that are not even national, but interna-
tional..

State workers are also sometimes shy of invoking class because
of the ambiguity they feel in their own class position — as edu-
cated, ‘professional’ people. And because some people who are
objectively working class do not identify as such and say ‘what’s
that to do with us?’

To use surrogates for class, however, is not only the result of be-
ing duped into being blind to class realities, or being constrained
by the remit of our jobs. Many of the effects of capitalism hit us in
specific ways that we experience in common with others in similar
specific situations. Problems do present themselves to parents of
children differently from the way they present themselves to teach-
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ers of those same children. Cyclists do experience the roads in a
different way to car users. The way into a socialist consciousness
is often through such experiences. The challenge is how to tran-
scend these categories, to see and respond to the more fundamen-
tal causes of our problems without losing the sense of immediacy
and reality that alone can drive people to act.

A further contradiction exists here, however. We have seen that
women’s subordination, whether as state workers, as clients of the
state or as domestic workers, is not only to the state but also (and
with a far longer history) to men. The state ignores sex inequalities
in the same way that it obscures class inequalities. The teachers in
our interview had a struggle to convince the educational hierarchy
in the school that therewas anything political about the question of
how one is addressed, as a woman, and whether there should be an
element of choice about it. The state differentiates between women
and men but does not acknowledge that there is any inequality
implicit in the differentiation. So the category ‘woman’ is often
one that women feel it is politically progressive to invoke, and the
taboo on this is experienced as almost as difficult to outface as the
taboo on class.

The need for new ways of fighting back

Traditionally, socialists have given themselves only twomodels for
thinking about the state. One perspective is to see increasing state
control as steps towards socialism. The other is to see day-to-day
struggle with the state as peripheral or even irrelevant, since capi-
tal is ‘the real enemy’.

The first view told us that nationalisation was a form of social-
ism. The Conservatives and the Confederation of British Industry
are fiercely opposed to nationalisation — and this reinforces a so-
cialist’s belief that there ‘must be something in it for us’. When the
coal pits were nationalised they put up notices: ‘Now the property
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of class, never on a basis which would raise explicitly the ques-
tion of exploitation and class domination. And so these questions
simply get squeezed out of political discussion. Exploitation is pre-
supposed before bourgeois politics even begin.

Conflicts within the confines of bourgeois politics concern only
the structure of social relations to be built on top of exploitation:
the conflicts may be important but they never raise the fundamen-
tal question of class exploitation itself. This is the significance of
the distinction between politics and economics: to make that dis-
tinction a rigid one (as does the whole structure of the bourgeois
political system) means that, from the start, you cut yourself off
from an understanding of politics as one aspect of the system of
relations of production ‘and exploitation.

The state, then, is not just an institution. It is a form of social rela-
tions, a class practice. More precisely, it is a process which projects
certain forms of organisation upon our everyday activity, forms of
organisation which do not pose any threat to the reproduction of
capitalist social relations.

When, as at the moment, the development of British capitalism
is particularly oppressive (rising unemployment, rising prices, de-
clining social services and so on), the state invites us, not as a class,
but as individuals, workers and capitalists alike, into the ballot box
to mark a cross in the hope that it might influence which party will
next try to govern the capitalist system. When capitalism makes
us destitute, the state requires us, not to demonstrate as the victims
of Class domination, but to fill in forms and apply, as individuals in
need of assistance, for supplementary benefit. When capitalism ru-
ins our health, we are taken as patients into hospitals to be treated
as unfortunate individuals; the state never assists us to fight back
against the causes of ill-health. At every step our relation to the
state breaks us up, pushes us into certain moulds, removes from
sight all mention ‘of class, or exploitation, or anythingwhichmight
raise the question of the interrelation between our fragmented ills.
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and tenants’, ‘manufacturers and consumers’, or merged indiscrim-
inately into ‘patients’, ‘passengers’, ‘voters’, ‘taxpayers’ etc. Soci-
ety seems to be made up of millions of interconnecting but funda-
mental1y fragmented social relations without any structure. We
are confronted by a host of different ways of relating to people, all
of which seem to deny the existence of class and class exploitation.

How is the state a capitalist state?

It is common to think of the state as being a capitalist state sim-
ply because of what it does: defending property against attack,
keeping pickets under control, paying subsidies to the monopo-
lies, providing cheap labour power for industry etc. However, the
conversations we described in Chapter I, suggest that, at least as
important is how the state does things, that is, the social relations
embodied in the organisation of the state and its activity. What
makes the state a capitalist state is the way in which it is built into
the whole structure of capitalist social relations.

Capitalism is a particular system of social relations, of class re-
lations, which appear on the surface as relations between free and
equal individuals. The capitalist nature of the state expresses it-
self in the way that it consolidates those social relations. The cat-
egories of the state (that is the categories through which the state
deals with people) are built upon the categories of exchange and
constitute an extra layer of protective seal over the class relations
of capitalist society.

Starting out from the ‘free’ exchange of commodities (including
the labour power of the worker) the whole structure of the politi-
cal system is built upon equality and citizenship, or upon distinc-
tions which do not relate directly to the fundamental antagonism
of capitalist production. It treats us as citizens, voters, taxpayers,
patients, social security claimants, employers, employees, smokers,
non-smokers — on a host of different bases, but never on the basis
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of the National Coal Board, for the people.’ We really believed that
then. We believed that the National Health Service was ‘for the
people’. How far away that seems now. People have come to see
the state as something else. Because what we get is not quite what
we asked of it. In fact people often prefer private social relations.
People sometimes make their own (not capitalist, but libertarian)
alternatives where they can, just because the state’s provision is
not only materially inadequate but actually oppressive.

The second view led us to think that to focusworking-class strug-
gle on politics, on the state, was a strategic error. For example,
in the late sixties when community workers were developing tac-
tics for community organisation, they often felt it misleading to
encourage a local community to see ‘the town hall’ as the main en-
emy. They really ought to ‘let the dog see the rabbit’: capital was
the real enemy. Much research was done on ways in which the
local council was tied up with local capital. And that was useful
– because these connections exist and are little understood. But
it was not quite right, or not quite enough. The state (it now ap-
pears to us) is ‘rabbit’ too. It is an important part of the capital
relation, in its own right. That the state is important to us, that it
plays a big part in our daily lives, that it permeates and deforms –
our relationships with each other, is clear from the conversations
we have reported here. Neither of the traditional socialist ways of
understanding the state seem to help deal with the kinds of contra-
dictions people have described to us.

The attack by the Thatcher administration upon certain aspects
of the state (council housing, the National Health Service, the
Prices Commission) make it urgent to find ways of fighting back
that are not-simply a defence of something that socialists, along
with many working-class people, some of whom vote Conser-
vative, feel is not worthy of our support … that in its own way,
exploits us. New ways of understanding the state, theorising the
state, are needed that match our experience. Perhaps a better
theory can help us decide how to go about solving problems
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of everyday practice as state workers or as people who have a
routine relationship with the state in our ‘private’ lives.
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In pre-capitalist class societies, class distinctions openly perme-
ated every aspect of social life. Under capitalism, exploitation is
concealed under a formal veil, a veil of freedom and equality in
exchange. Workers are ‘free’ to exchange their labour power with
any capitalists they choose. This is an ‘equal’ exchange in the sense
that the workers receive the value of their labour power (as defined
by themoney needed to ensure survival and reproduction). But the
‘equal’ exchange conceals exploitation, because they do not receive
the full value of what is produced by their labour power in action.

This does not mean that all workers are fooled by this appear-
ance of freedom and equality into thinking that class exploitation
is at an end. Far from it. But it does provide the basis for a whole
framework of social forms which protect the status quo by simply
denying the existence of class exploitation. Thus, wage negotia-
tions, for example, take as their starting point the formal — equality
of the exchange relation between worker and capitalist.

The slogan ‘a fair day’s pay for a fair day’s work!’ assumes this
fairness and equality, completely blotting out the relation of ex-
ploitation which underlies the contract between worker and ‘em-
ployer’. And on this basis a whole network of rights and obliga-
tions is built up betweenworker and capitalist, all of which, assume
that their relation is intrinsically a fair and equal one. The notion
of ‘unfair dismissal’, for example, presupposes that the opposite of
dismissal, employment (i.e. exploitation) is ‘fair’.

When we say, therefore, that under capitalism, relations of class
exploitation ‘appear on the surface’ as relations between free and
equal individuals, we do not mean that everyone is fooled by that
appearance. We mean that the way in which workers relate to cap-
italists (through the sale of their labour power on the market) pro-
vides the basis for a host of different structures of social relations
which isolate members of classes, and treat them as equal individ-
uals with mutual rights and obligations. Capitalists and workers
are treated not only as ‘employers and employees’ (with the as-
sumption that this is a natural and fair relation), but as ‘landlords
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The exploitation of one class by another is not, of course, pecu-
liar to capitalism. Feudal and slave societies were also based on
exploitation. What is peculiar to capitalism is the form which this
exploitation takes. The essential characteristic is that under capi-
talism, the labour power of the worker is bought and sold. It is a
commodity. This is different from other class societies. Slave own-
ers, for example, exploited their slaves by owning them and forcing
them to work in return for their keep. Feudal serfs were politically
and legally subjected to the rule of their lord and forced to work
a certain number of days for the lord. In both of these cases the
class nature of the society was fairly obvious, and was recognised
by the political and religious institutions.

Under capitalism, however, the relations between the classes
are less clear. Society is still based on exploitation: a ruling class
still appropriates and controls the wealth produced by the working
class. But the worker is not owned by his or her employer, nor is
s/he politically and legally inferior to the capitalist. On the con-
trary, the worker is formally a free and equal citizen, just like the
capitalist. The distinction between them is that the latter owns and
controls the means of production, whereas the worker has no ac-
cess to the means of production. S/he therefore has no means of
surviving unless s/he enters into a contract of exchange with the
capitalist.

In this exchange, the capitalist gives the worker a wage which
enables the worker to buy food, clothing, shelter and so on in order
to survive. In return the worker gives the capitalist control over
his or her labour power for the working day. What the worker
produces over and above the value of the wage during that day
(the surplus value) belongs to the capitalist. In the same way as
the slave-owner appropriates the surplus produced by the slave,
and the lord appropriates the surplus produced by the serf, so the
capitalist appropriates the surplus produced by the worker. The
difference is that under capitalism, exploitation takes place on the
basis of formal relations of apparent equality.
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Chapter 3 — Understanding the
capitalist state

All the people we talked to experienced the state as contradictory,
oppressive, frustrating. Turning to the state for the things we need,
or helping others to get what they need may appear to provide an
escape route from the injustices of a society based on the pursuit
of profit, but there is little sign of this in these conversations. In all
of them there is a common thread; the injustice, the inequality, the
discrimination of society at large are present too within the state
and everything that it does.

Our experience belies the myth of the
welfare state

It is common to think of the state as being set apart from the rest
of society. ‘people sometimes think of the state as compensating
for the inequalities of capitalist society, as redressing the balance
between rich and poor. Or, even if the government is clearly not
doing much for the poor at present, it is argued that its policies
should be changed, that the state ‘ought’ to help redress the balance
more.

This is the dominant, ‘Fabian’ ideology of the Labour Party. The
expansion of the welfare state is identified with the onward march
towards socialism. Often people make a distinction between two
different sides of the state. They think of the state as having a ‘good’
(i.e. socialist) side, which would include social services, health, ed-
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ucation and nationalised industries; and a ‘bad’ (i.e. capitalist) side,
involving such functions as defence, law and order, and aid to pri-
vate industry. In this view the struggle for socialism involves try-
ing to expand the good side and restrict the bad side.

The experience of the people we talked to makes it clear that
such a view of the state is totally removed from the reality of our
everyday contact with it. Maureen’s contact with the social worker
does not suggest an experience of socialist liberation or even collec-
tive solidarity — ‘I couldn’t have that aggravation again, always be-
ing put down and everyone reading your notes’. John described the
network of supervision and spying in the state-run buses and the
constant resistance and sabotage of the drivers who feel it is nec-
essary to deliberately let their tyres down and drive slowly. This
seems hardly the embryo from which a rational system of socialist
transport will grow. Their experience, and the experience of the
others we spoke to, stands in stark mockery of the empty abstrac-
tion of the Fabian view of the state.

It is true that the welfare state gives us some of the things we
need, gives us ‘benefits’, but it does so in a certain way, in a way
that, puts us down and oppresses us, in a way that incorporates and
perpetuates the inequality and discrimination which run through-
out the whole of society. It is not possible to separate off a ‘good’
side of state activity and see this as being simply in the interests
of the working class. As we have seen, even those aspects of state
activity which seem most beneficial to the working class are ex-
perienced as oppressive by those involved. We receive ‘benefits’,
but somehow, the receipt of benefits always confirms that we are
underneath, that we are on the receiving end of society, and it is
always bound up with submission to supervision and control. And
giving us ‘benefits’ always cuts of the question ‘why’; why do we
need the benefits, why are we underneath, why is society unjust
and unequal?

The state, then, is not ‘our’ state. It is ‘their’ state, an alien, op-
pressive state.
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It is very easy to lose sight of this when the state comes under
attack, when the material benefits we receive from the state (in-
cluding our chances of employment) are being eaten away by the
state expenditure cuts introduced by Labour and now increased by
the Tories. The immediate reaction of the Left is to fight the cuts,
to defend the state. This is very contradictory as we shall argue
more fully in the last two chapters, because it implies the state is
‘our’ state.

An important reason why the cuts have been implemented with
such ease and the reason why the Tories’ attacks on the ‘over-
mighty state’ have had such popular appeal in the recent election,
is precisely that most people experience the state not as our state
but as an oppressive institution. Maureen, for instance, was em-
phatic that the modern state, despite the resources it offered her,
made life worse for her than it was for her mother in Ireland. It is
important to realise this if we are to have a realistic basis on which
to build struggle against Tory policies.

A capitalist state in a capitalist society

The state cannot be treated as being totally separate from the so-
ciety which surrounds it. To understand the state we need to first
look at society as a whole.

We live in a class society. We live in a society based on the dom-
ination of one class by another, society based on exploitation. The
working class produces the wealth but does not control it: it is
taken over and controlled by the capitalist class. We can see signs
of the class society all around us: in the contrast between rich and
poor, in the coexistence of thousands of homeless people and ram-
pant speculation of prestige office blocks, in the ‘rationalisations,’
which throw thousands of workers on to the rubbish heap of un-
employment, in the antagonism which runs through every bit of
society.
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volved, among other things, a reinforcement of the earlier trends
mentioned above and the emergence of two new (and in our view
complementary) trends: the development of community’ as a po-
litical category and the strengthening of the repressive apparatus.

Partly in direct response to the unrest of the late 1960s and
early 1970s, partly in fear of the possible social consequences
of widespread long-term and especially youth unemployment,
partly to bolster up the system of representative democracy so
obviously bypassed by much of the institutional development in
the 1960s, there developed in the early-to-mid 1970s a whole range
of new institutions, varying widely from one to another, but all
organised around the key concepts of ‘community’, ‘participation’,
‘direct democracy’: community development projects, community
health councils, neighbourhood councils, liaison committees with
tenants’ associations, parent teacher associations, community
advice centres, law centres, and planning workshops. The use
of a national referendum too is a related development designed
to establish a new pattern of relations between the state and the
individual, a more direct relation which, like community bodies,
bypasses the party as an organisational medium. The ambiguity
of the term ‘community’ (which may refer either to the already
organised ‘joiners’ of society or to an attempt to involve the
‘non-joiners’) is reflected in that complementary development,
the well-documented rise in the overtly repressive strength of the
state.

The new attack

The expansion of the state, and especially of the welfare state, since
the war has been very much a two-sided process. It has brought
material benefits for the working class, but at the same time it has
meant a far-reaching penetration of social relations by the state
form — it has pushed the oppression and fragmentation implicit in
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state organisation deep into the texture of society. Over this period
(and especially in the last ten years), the state has been remarkably
effective in maintaining social stability. At the same time, how-
ever, this has been at the cost of delaying the restructuring of so-
cial relations which is vital for the future of British capital. And so
the pressures have gradually mounted for a radical break with the
state-sponsored compromise of the past 35 years.

The outcome of these pressures has been a concerted attack on
many of those aspects of the Welfare State which had seemed such
a firmly established part of modern capitalism. This attack, begun
under the Labour government, is now being pursued with great
vigour by the Tories. It involves not just a quantitative reduction in
state expenditure but an attack on the whole structure of class com-
promise and its institutional framework — an attempt to reshape
the links between trade unions and the state, to abandon forms of
regional and industrial aid designed to pacify certain parts of the
country, to abolish many of the semi-state bodies promoted in the
early ‘70s to foster ‘community participation’. Many of the people
we spoke to in the earlier section of this pamphlet and many of the
positions socialists drifted into in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s are
particularly vulnerable.

An attack on the capitalist state by the Tories, the most outspo-
ken friends of capitalism? There is nothing paradoxical about that.
Their attack on the state has been selective. An administration that
gives generous wage increases to army and police cannot be sus-
pected of intending to dismantle the state. Capital is being forced
by its own contradictions to reorganise the way in which it rules
us, to shift from one foot to the other.

But what should our attitude be? Our services and our jobs are
being cut or threatened. State workers are at the heart of the class
struggle in away that they have rarely been before. This is reflected
in their growing militancy. But how should this widespread anger
be directed?
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Of course we must defend our jobs and our services. Bu t there
is a great danger that in defending ourselves, we will see only one
side of the state and forget the other. In our haste to defend our ben-
efits and our jobs, it is easy to lose sight of the oppressive relations
in which they enmesh us. In the struggle against the capitalists’
attack on the capitalist state, it may seem tactically necessary to
paint an unambiguously good picture of the state, to present the
Welfare State as a great achievement of the working class, even as
a step towards socialism. This is very dangerous. First, because
it causes socialism and socialist struggle to fall into understand-
ably bad repute in the working class. Secondly, because it loses
an opportunity to pose an alternative to the Labour-Tory, ‘more
State’/‘less State’ pendulum, which keeps British capital so secure.
Thirdly, because it is unconvincing: people know the state is op-
pressive and they are not prepared to fight to defend it, as we have
seen both in the cuts campaigns and in the recent election.

We must remember that the attack on the state is not only an
attack on the working class but also a change in certain forms of
domination and control by the ruling class. It involves a slight with-
drawal of the tentacles that strangle our struggles and squeeze us
into certain shapes. If the expansion of the state was important in
ensuring political stability, then it is clear that its contraction in-
volves certain risks for capital. That is what we must try to exploit.
Part of exploiting these weaknesses must be the attempt to develop
ways of organising which will pose an alternative to the capitalist
state. This is what we shall explore in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 5 — Against the state

In what way can this understanding of the capitalist state help us
out of our predicament as socialists within and involved with the
state? Can it help us to see and use opportunities for acting as so-
cialists not just after hours but actually within our work or within
the moments of our contact with the state?

One or two things can be concluded about struggle. First it is
clear that class struggle is not something that happens just at mo-
ments when the working class is feeling strong. The theory of cap-
italism, as we have been discussing it, explains that capital and
labour are locked in a structural antagonism, a fundamental rela-
tionship of daily exploitation. Our experience, too, tells us that if
we don’t push back we will be pushed over. So class struggle is
an unavoidable, everyday matter. It is not open to choice, it is not
some kind of optional extra.

More – this fundamental antagonism does not exist only in in-
dustry. It permeates every aspect of our lives including our rela-
tionship with the state. Indeed, as we saw, the very existence of
the state arises from the necessity to impose and re-impose social
relations which deflect class conflict in such away as to obscure the
basic class division in society. It is often hard to recognise as class
struggle our many small acts of daily resistance, like getting a rela-
tive admitted to hospital, or obtaining an ‘exceptional needs’ pay-
ment. But it is important to remember that it is precisely because
the state constitutes us as individuals, patients, parents, families
and citizens, pushing us onto ground where almost inevitably we
end up fighting back individually, or as ineffectual ‘interest groups’,
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By contrast, the Labour Party and the labour movement appear
to take a much less radical stand, focusing on a defense of the wel-
fare state. Groups to the left of the Labour Party, while pushing
for more militant action do not differ fundamentally from this ap-
proach. Think of the slogans: ‘Save our hospitals’, ‘Defend jobs and
services’. While many labour movement activists have an historic
attachment to the welfare state which they see as a major victory,
the mass of people are aware that they are not ‘our’ hospitals or
‘our’ services. These are not our institutions but theirs.

A socialist movement which responds to the Tory attack on the
welfare state by taking a defensive stand will not get mass support.
Effective socialist opposition to Tory policies must involve helping
people grasp what socialist forms of organisation might be like. As
we fight back, we need to clearly distinguish what we want from
what we have had in the past: the ‘socialism’ of the welfare state.
However horrible Tory policies, people will not join in the struggle
unless they feel that they are part of a movement for something
different. Wherever there is resistancewe need to look for practical
ways of giving our struggle a socialist content and a class basis:
insisting on our needs, defining things our way, spelling out how
we would like it to be.

We recognise that we are arguing for a new approach to socialist
politics and that it leaves many urgent questions of political prac-
tice still to be answered. What is clear is that if a mass, class-based
movement for socialism is to emerge we need new strategies which
do not divide us from ourselves and in practical ways embody a so-
cialist vision in opposition to the capitalist state.
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to bring about an immediate political crisis, they will have to be
accompanied by many more sleights of hand of the variety of the
Great Debate in education and the Supplementary Benefit Review.
In the coming years, oppositional activity may prove more diffi-
cult to organise, but if the Tories carry out their public expendi-
ture plans they may well find themselves in difficulty in continu-
ing to ensure the effective imposition of the ‘state form’. Through
counter-organisation wemay be able to make it even more difficult
for them. In altering the mode of domination — decreasing the allo-
cation of resources to ‘participatory’ and ‘community’ bodies and
increasing it to the police and the armed forces — the Tories are
taking a risk. They are shifting weight from one foot to the other,
which may mean that we have a chance to catch them off-balance.

An important component of the Tories’ ideological attack has
been their view that there has been too much state intervention
and toomuch ‘socialism’. The popular support in the working class
that helped to bring the Tories to power in the 1979 election is built
on a profound dislike of the state. People are reasonably angry
with the state. They are angry not only at the niggardly nature
of its provision but above all at the oppressive and tedious form
of relations it involves them in. They place their anger alongside
and in alliance with the quite different distaste for these ‘welfare’
aspects of the state felt by the bourgeoisie. If we as socialists simply
defend the state, as provider of services, rather than opposing it for
the relations it represents, we will be failing in dialectic as well as
failing to respect the good judgment of working-class people based
on a wealth of daily experience.

While reactionary, Tory Government policies are also radical.
They appear to offer a way out of the stalemate of the last few years.
They are explicitly opposed to centralised bureaucracy and state
control, both of which the Tories have cleverly associated with ‘so-
cialism’. These policies are attractive to working-class people be-
cause they speak to their experience of the state.
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that capital is able to impose the social relations which maintain
the exploitation of labour.

Nonetheless, we should not get caught in capital’s ideological
trap. Our daily tussles with the state may appear to be very indi-
vidualised, but they are essentially a matter of class conflict. Our
daily contact with the state is a crucial arena of class struggle.

In the past, however, if as socialists we have concerned our-
selves with struggles with the welfare state at all, we have tended
to concentrate on questions of resource provision: more and better
housing, more hospitals, better teacher-pupil ratios and higher pen-
sions. Increasingly, however, we are coming to realise that it is not
enough to fight to keep hospitals open if we do not also challenge
the oppressive social relations they embody; that it is insufficient to
press for better student-teacher ratios in schools if we do not also
challenge what is taught or how it is taught. Socialists involved in
struggles over resources are realising that many people choose pre-
cisely not to give their support to ‘fighting the cuts’, defending or
extending the state apparatus, because they quite reasonably have
mixed feelings about the social relations which state institutions
embody. What has been missing is conscious struggle against the
state as a form of the capital relation.

The theory of the state, as we understand it, shows that there
is scope for this. As soon as you abandon the idea of the state
merely as an institution, as a function, and begin to recognise it as
a form of relations, a whole new way of struggle opens up. It is
possible to see many courses of action that can challenge the form
of the state’s processes while we stay within the state. That is the
point: such actions cannot be taken from outside the state, only
from within.

More important, it becomes clear that challenge from within is
essential. Because the state is a form of relations, its workers and
clients, if they do not struggle against it, help to perpetuate it. We
are implicated in the imposition of capital’s social relations. With-
out oppositional action, we actively perpetuate and recreate a cap-
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italist and sexist and unequal society, not merely by default but
through all that we do. We may not make many of the important,
top-level decisions or wield any of the serious sanctions. But in a
practical day-to-day sense, state workers are the state. It only goes
forward on our activities. To a lesser extent, all who are in a rela-
tionship with the state, cooperating with its services to reproduce
labour power and attitudes in the family, are part of the state too.

The fact that we are part of the state, in one way or another, how-
ever, gives us a small degree of power for change. This work of
cleaning, caring, teaching, representing, moulding cannot be done
by computer. Microchips are not enough to sustain and reproduce
capital’s social relations. This means we can understand and inter-
rupt the process.

To summarise so far:

• Class struggle is an unavoidable, everyday matter.

• Our daily contact with the state is a crucial arena of class
struggle.

• It is important to struggle against the state as a form of rela-
tions.

• Being within the state, we need to oppose the state from
within.

So, while we may have no choice at all about being in struggle,
we do have a choice about how to wage our particular part of it.

There seem to be three main philosophies socialists have about
the state, three approaches to everyday decisions that have to be
made. One is to get in there and ‘use the system for working-class
advantage’. People adopting this strategy tend to feel it is ultra-left
and unnecessarily negative to turn down opportunities for work
and for provision offered by the state. Best to make what we can
of a bad job. In this spirit, community workers lead working-class
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opposition than autocratic and secretive processes of management.
There is a new danger in our situation though, that of appearing to
endorse, as we struggle for the retention of certain state services,
the state itself. We may become caught up in a defence of the ‘state
form’ as well as of state provision. We may find ourselves driven
into defending forms of management and decision-making which
we rightly feel ambivalent about, just because they are preferable
to forms about which we feel even worse.

It seems important that where oppositional space is threatened
we seek oppositional ways to defend it wherever we can. A uni-
versity teacher whose women’s studies course comes under attack,
for instance, faces a choice. She can write a letter to the professor
justifying her activities on the grounds that this is a ‘specialist op-
tion’. Or she can organise a collective response from students and
other teachers asserting their right to be offered the course they
want. So often when threatened with cuts or closures we rush to
justify ourselves in terms of our usefulness to the state. How often
community projects, advice centres or other experimental projects
plead ‘Don’t close us down. We save you money by promoting self-
help, we keep people off the streets. We are no trouble really!’ And
how often has this strategy not only failed but led to demoralisa-
tion too.

To defend our activities on the basis that they are wanted and
needed by working-class people rather than that they fulfil the
state’s needs and expectations may seem at first sight much more
risky. But we may receive more organised support this way, as
well as making our politics — our analysis of the state — very clear
through our actions. We must defend the provision we want to
have in a way that strengthens rather than undermines the alter-
native ways of relating to each other and to the state — which we
are trying to develop.

It would be a mistake, however, to imagine that Tory rule will
mean an end to oppositional space generated by changes in the
mode of domination in the earlier period. If the Tory cuts are not
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The ideas we have developed about struggle within the state
have come out of our experience over the last ten years: a decade
characterised especially in the first five years by apparently liberal,
if contradictory, state initiatives. In the early seventies many of the
new developments, from community work to intermediate treat-
ment, were stabs in the dark on the part of the state. These early
experiments in new forms of integration and co-option were in
many ways fringe initiatives and the abundant oppositional space
they offered has been widely documented.

In recent years, as the state has been able to offer less and less by
way of concrete resources to the working class to maintain the cap-
ital relation, the flood of initiatives reflecting the changed mode of
domination has increased and become more main-stream. Learn-
ing from its early experiments, the new forms in the state, from
devolution and consumer councils to workers’ participation in in-
dustry and school community managers, are much more sophis-
ticated and highly controlled. Our oppositional opportunities are
contracted.

Now we have a Tory government which at the same time as
promising unprecedented cuts in welfare spending has increased
spending on the state’s repressive activities. In this situation, have
the things we have learned from the struggles against the state in
the last decade any relevance? How appropriate are the ideas we
have set out here to the coming period?

One of the first consequences of a Tory electoral victory has been
the demise of many ‘quangos’. Public expenditure cuts have pro-
vided the rationale for an attack on law centres and advice centres.
Socialist research will be made more difficult. Pockets of opposi-
tional activity are being threatened as the initiatives that were tried
out by the state in the foregoing period are abandoned the Home
Office Community Development Project and community develop-
ment in other boroughs such as Wandsworth, are examples. In
this situation we may have to defend ‘participatory’ mechanisms
however ambiguous they are, if they offer better opportunities for
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people to take part in local government participation exercises,
schooling them in committee procedure and public speaking, in
the hope that they can get a fair deal by stating their case through
the proper channels.

A second response springs from pessimism. Some socialist state
workers say ‘it is mere idealism to suppose that as state workers we
are anything but state agents’. They feel there is nothing we can do,
or should theoretically hope to do, fromwithin our state jobs. Real,
pure, working-class struggle can only be waged from outside the
state. In this vein, also, people engaged in campaigns may wish to
keep state workers well clear of them. ‘Keep the council’s commu-
nity workers out of our housing struggle.’ Even in their free time
and after-hours, state workers may be unwelcome — for instance
in some key office in a trades council or a neighbourhood council.

The third common stance towards the state is that of using the
law, or state provision, to enable us to carve out a little corner in
which we have freedom to organise things in our own way, a non-
capitalist way. We may use state-paid salaries or state permission
to set up a ‘free school’ for a small group of children, or a common
ownership housing scheme or workshop. The idea behind this is
that we may be able to make a little convivial, socialist clearing in
the woods, which can encourage us and be an example to others.
This may or may not work – but it is not enough.

Indeed that applies to all three of these ways of thinking. In cer-
tain instances all of them can be right. Taken as a whole, they are
never enough. As socialists, we have consistently underestimated
both the necessity and the possibility of opposing from within.

What kind of struggle?

‘Socialism is not a fixed, unchanging doctrine. As the
world develops, people’s insight increases and as new
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relations come into being, there arise newmethods for
achieving our goal.’

Anton Pannekoek

What do we mean by opposing, or resisting, or challenging the
‘state form’? We have seen how the reality of working-class con-
flict with the state is that it is not-simply about fighting over re-
sources, it is also about resisting oppressive social relations, the
way that problems capital has created for us are defined as ‘our’
problems. It is resisting your doctor’s insistence that your illness
is your fault. It is deflecting the Social Security’s attempts to seek a
‘head of household’, however inappropriate the circumstances. It
is rejecting the way racist practices in state institutions become re-
defined as our ‘language problem’. Given the close connection be-
tween class and sexual hierarchies, it is also insisting on our right,
as women, to choose when andwhether we have children; whether
to work outside or inside the home; whom to live with. It is, for all
of us, defining our sexuality in our own terms.

It is of critical importance, then, that we challenge the state not
only as an oppressive apparatus that must be destroyed and re-
placed in the long run; and not only as an institution which pro-
vides us with certain needed services and resources in the short
run; but also as a form of relations that has an adverse effect on
the way we live today. The state is not like a pane of glass — it
can’t be smashed in a single blow, once and for all. We are entan-
gled in the web of relations it creates. Our struggle against it must
be a continual one, changing shape as the struggle itself, and the
state’s response to it, create new opportunities.

There are no general rules that we can offer each other about
how to choose to wage our struggle, because each situation we
experience is different and imposes its own contradictions on us.

Perhaps there are questions we can ask ourselves, however,
about each set of circumstances in which we find ourselves:

As state workers we can ask:
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As state workers, we are often in control of material things that
other people need, (health care, housing allocations, SS benefits,
transport). In choosing how to act to challenge the state we are
limited by the hurt we may inflict on other working-class people
by doing so. We are limited too, by the fact that we need our jobs,
and that any action which poses any real threat to the state will
probably lead to attempts to get rid of us.

The balance of choice will not always (or ever) be decided,
though, from our individual situation alone. The scope for lo-
calised, limited struggles, the extent to which oppositional space
can be identified and exploited, depends to a large extent on
the balance.pf class forces more generally. It is different at one
historical moment from another, and history is made day by day
and week by week, not a century at a time. Our struggles are part
of the process of making history and at the same time the form and
content of struggles and their degree of success are determined
by history. So it is essential that we be aware of what is going on
around us, internationally, nationally and in the next department.
The same position in the state structure will have different possi-
bilities at different moments in time. An individual’s or group’s
power to bring about change toward socialism does not depend
just upon their position and actions, but on the balance of class
forces at any given time.

Many marxists, for instance, in the upsurge of the student revolt
in Germany in 1968, were swept to the position of professor in uni-
versities, where they had the power to develop socialist education.
As the socialist tide retreated, people in lesser posts lost their jobs.
The professors, with security of tenure, remained, high and dry.
They still held the heights but their power to bring about change
had been curtailed by the retreat of the struggle around them. So
our actions are important for other people too. We may think we
are acting on our own behalf, but what we do changes the balance
of class forces for others.
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develop alternatives such as the ‘Well Woman Clinic’ there. Now
the Government have agreed to continue to provide some services
for women at the hospital.

Common threads

These examples, then, fragmentary and inconclusive as they are,
are nonetheless illustrations of counter-organisation in opposition
to the ‘state form’. In their way they are all oppositional- they re-
flect an understanding of the daily experience of disappointment in
reformism and gradualism. They are all based on an awareness of
class conflict, and take class sides. They are material, rather than
limited to exhortations and resolutions. They are material in an-
other sense too, in that they avoid idealism: they are based on
first-hand experience of predicaments, not on the altruistic effort
of some politicised people to help others. The struggles described
here all challenge the capital relation and its state form, and they
do so by prefiguring socialist organisation within the struggle it-
self, so far as this is possible.

The need for new strategies

As we saw in Chapters 1 and 2, our relationship with the state is
always contradictory. We are always liable to lose something. The
basic contradiction is that as ‘clients’ we need the resources the
state offers and that in satisfying this need we are necessarily held
into the state form of relations. It is no good discussing struggle
as though we were fighting from a well-provisioned, well-armed
position. It is precisely because we are not that we are organising
struggle at all. Capital may be in crisis, but often we are in poverty
too. So what we can afford to lose will always be limited, and will
have to be calculated against what we can hope to gain.
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• What kind of social relations are involved in our jobs? Is
there a hierarchy? Do women and men have different roles?
Do people of different races have different roles? Could
things be organised differently? .

• What kinds of categories of people are we meant to relate
to? Individuals? Families? Tenants? Patients? Is this way of
thinking about them as a group helpful or confusing? Could
we relate to them differently?

• How are the problems we are meant to be solving, sorting
out and so on, defined? Who has made the definitions? Are
they problems for the working class or’ for capital? Could
the problems be defined differently?

• What do the people we are supposed to relate to really need?
Can we help them say it? Do the procedures we are meant to
observe help or hinder this expression? Can we avoid them?

• Are we involved in resource management? Keeping people
off buses? Out of nurseries? Deciding priorities? How could
we do it differently?

• Does what we do help develop autonomy and self-
organisation or passivity and dependence? How could
we help people struggle from where we are?

As clients of the state, and in our domestic relations we can ask
ourselves:

• How is my problem being defined for me? How would I de-
fine it for myself? How can I act on my definition?

• How am I expected to behave? How do I want to behave?
What costs which I incur for behaving my way? How can
they be minimised?
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• Who are the other people who experience the same problem
as me? Who is implicated in causing me a problem? Who
can give me support in defending my choice? Can I offer
them anything?

The answers to these questions that we ask ourselves and each
other may help us to understand our role as bearers of capital’s
social relations and give us a lead to action, helping us to see more
clearly the choices we have to make.

Material counter-organisation

‘We don’t set one organisation against another, but
rather one type of organisation against another type
… You don’t oppose the bourgeoisie by imitating its
organisational schemata.’

Daniel Cohn-Bendit and Jean-Pierre Duteuil for the
March 22nd Movement,

in The Student Revolt, Panther, 1968.

Asking questions and coming to understand our role as bearers
of capital’s social relations is an important activity, but it is not
an end in itself. Challenging the ‘state form’ does not just involve
entering into arguments about definitions. Our challenge can take
place not just at the level of ideas and argument, but also at a ma-
terial level through counter-organisation.

For social workers this may mean not only confronting the idea
that people’s inability to manage on a low income is the result of
personal inadequacies, but finding ways to embody this analysis
in practice, for instance by helping ‘clients’ organise collectively
to challenge the level of benefit they receive, and refusing to give
them individual advice about budgeting. For teachers, it maymean
introducing collective working rather than competition between
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tations of elected members on the left should be. What is a left
oppositional strategy for elected members? Where and when does
opposition fade intomanagerialism? What should be theminimum
conditions of our support for social-democratic candidates? If we
do not know clearly what wemean by an oppositional strategy and
are not ready to give them support in it, we cannot expect elected
members to make a class-conscious choice and act oppositionally.

Alternative organisation in struggle. Counter-organisation must
be creative. Given some energy and imagination, the way in which
our struggle is organised and fought can not only be an opportu-
nity to test and develop socialist ways of doing things, but can in
itself challenge capitalist social relations and therefore pose an im-
portant threat to the stability of capitalism.

The ‘work-in’ (as an alternative to the strike, or to accepting re-
dundancies) has been a response to the withdrawal of capital from
firms, the closure of factories and public offices. In the public sec-
tor, as cuts begin to affect whole units, the kinds of work-in organ-
ised at Plaistow, Hounslow, the Elizabeth Garrett Anderson and
other hospitals, will become a relevant form of action.

In Hounslow, a 66-bed general hospital was threatened with clo-
sure in 1976. It began a campaign that year. It developed as a work-
in during 1977, and the hospital managed to continue in operation
until past the closure date. In October, however, the hospital was
raided by the authorities in the night, private ambulances hired by
the state came and stole away the patients, and beds and furniture
were left overturned. After the raid, the hospital was occupied for
a further year until the AHA finally agreed to admit to the inad-
equacies of their current services and the need for a community
hospital on the site.

The work-in at the EGA women’s hospital started in November
1976, not only keeping the hospital (threatened with closure) open
for the use of women, but defending the choice of better social rela-
tions within it. Workers and patients asserted the right of women
to be treated by women if they so choose, and have attempted to
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one occasion on which they would choose to act oppositionally
would be their last.

The backbenchers, recognising its limitations, still felt that their
best role was to dramatise the difference between oppositional and
managerial priorities in council affairs. Here and there opportuni-
ties arose where an oppositional form could be built into council
procedure and achieve a certain durability. An example was the ap-
pointment of race relations advisers to certain directorates _ black
officers whose role was to monitor and challenge the normal man-
agerial process.

In the history of local government, a handful of moments stand
out as times when the passing of the management buck stopped
dead.

In Poplar in 1921, George Lansbury and other councillors refused
to accept the instruction of central government to reduce benefit
payable to the already starving unemployed. They went to gaol for
their decision.

Half a century later, in Clay Cross, Labour councillors, with full
support from a working-class area, refused to implement the rent
increases imposed under the 1972 Housing Finance Act. They sub-
mitted after a long struggle to personal surcharge and were dis-
missed by the central state and replaced by an appointed Commis-
sioner.

Labour left councillors in the old London borough of St. Pancras
in 1956 lowered council rents, had the Whip withdrawn by their
own Party and were surcharged personally in the amount of the
deficit their action caused in the council books of account.

More recently, the AreaHealth Authority in Lambeth, Lewisham
and Southwark has refused to implement public expenditure cuts
in local health service. As a result they have been sacked and the
Secretary of State has appointed special Commissioners to make
the cuts.

As socialists inside the state, or having a particular concern with
the state, we are a long way from knowing clearly what our expec-
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students and organisingwith other teachers and perhaps evenwith
students and parents too to defend this approach. For health work-
ers it may mean not just pointing out the links between capitalist
society and ill-health, but fighting for the right to give assistance to
others involved with struggles against the causes of ill health (ten-
ants with damp, workers facing a factory hazard) as part of their
NHS work. These actions are material because they involve the
concrete provision of skills and resources. They involve counter
organisation in that they challenge bourgeois class practice.

The link between state workers and groups using state provision
can be made most effectively, not by passing motions, but by ac-
tion. For state workers this may mean providing concrete skills,
resources or perspectives which assist the struggle of the ‘client’
groups — and being prepared to struggle within our own context
to defend our decision to do this.

The essential point is to find some way of expressing our par-
ticular struggles as class struggles, to struggle in such a way that
our action does not damage other sections of the working class,
but rather overcomes the fragmentation of interest which capital
tries to impose. It does not simply mean using class rhetoric, join-
ing in mass pickets. Those things are all necessary, but they are
insufficient. Material counter-organisation means thinking of our
particular struggles as class struggles and trying to find some way
to express that in our material organisation.

Much political debate in relation to the state has focused on the
problems of making alliances between workers and ‘consumers’.
Progressives involved in ‘community politics’ for instance, always
advocate writing for support to the Trades Council as the first stage
in any campaign. The kinds of counter-organisation that we’ll de-
scribe below, however, do not involve making institutional links
between people involved in different relationships to the state, but
rather propose concrete activity which by its nature asserts our
common class interests. An important point, too, is that counter
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organisation does not mean giving assistance to an abstract class
struggle, someone else’s struggle. By definition, it is our struggle.

As we develop our material forms of struggle we should make
sure that they are our own forms, that they do not mirror those of
the state and capital. We would like to live in a socialist society, but
we cannot yet do so. The least we can do is to organise a socialist
struggle, building organisations and practices that prefigure social-
ism – a socialism free from sexism and racism and other practices
in which we oppress each other.

Counter-organisation involves asserting our needs, our defi-
nitions. In the context of inescapable daily class antagonism, it
means rejecting roles, ways of doing things and definitions which
deflect and obscure this conflict. Oppositional action involves
acting on our own understanding of class realities. At the same
time it also means creating new social relations to replace the
deforming ones through which the state contains class struggle.
Counter-organisation challenges the traditional boundaries be-
tween ‘clients’ and workers and the non-class categories which
we have described. The forms of organisation we have described
involve ways of relating to each other which are anti-capitalist and
at the same time, in a partial and temporary way, also socialist and
feminist: moves towards collective rather than hierarchical ways
of working, new relationships between men and women, between
adults and children. It is using the ends which we seek as the
means of achieving them. This is sometimes called ‘prefigurative
struggle.’

This approach leads us to reject the kind of political practice
which involves thinking entirely in terms of demands. While it
is important to demand resources, one thing we cannot ask for is
new social relations: we have to make them. Relationships forged
in the struggle are not a pleasant by-product of our activities, but
an essential part of that struggle. They also let us see what might
be possible in a post-capitalist society.
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often find that there are rules about sticking to the correct level.
Councillors are frequently not allowed access to lower officials and
vice versa. The contact between councillors and the bureaucracy
is often kept to a high level, where it can be controlled. Likewise,
in schools, we saw that in some cases the rules prevent classroom
teachers having direct contact with parents.

Councillors and people working in the state have sometimes
found therefore that an effective challenge to ‘state form’ and a nec-
essary step in organising is to find material ways of breaking with
hierarchical relations, by making contact above and below level,
and across departmental boundaries, and to insist on the right to
meet without superiors present.

Within the hierarchies, the way to power over decisions is
achieved by climbing upward. Social-democratic parties use this
ladder to get to the strategic heights from which they hope to
influence things in favour of the working class. But we saw earlier
how they take on management responsibilities as they climb, and
are soon required to abandon the working class, or at best to
become unreliable allies. The struggle within and against the state
is not a gradualist game using managerial discretion.

The talks we had with backbench Labour councillors and their
friends and supporters in the Labour Party, led us to think that
there was a clear distinction to be made between oppositional
and managerial space. There was a certain amount of useful
opportunity-value in being in the Council, but this lay in the
chance of dramatising the current situation from a public platform.
It was possible (just) to promote or pass resolutions condemning
the government’s policy of public expenditure cuts, calling on the
Council to restore services and defy the government audit. They
could make statements about need, rather than resources. But
they were limited to rhetorical, rather than material struggle in
this respect. Because the Council leadership alone had the power
to make material decisions – and for them, it seems likely that the
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from taking a full share in decision-making, and it distances and
co-opts the representative.

CHC workers and Council shifted from proper observance of
state procedure to direct action, with good effect. The Area Health
Authority announced the closure of a local hospital. ‘First we
forced the Area Health Authority to consult local people. We had
to take them to court over it. But finally, after all the consultation,
the Minister did confirm the closure. So we saw that consultation
had not worked. The Minister had turned us down. But everyone
was angry. We said to ourselves – instead of going through these
fruitless procedures of consultation we should make it clear to the
AHA just how strongly people feel. We must stop writing letters
to the Minister, calling meetings, discussing documents. Instead
we will set up a campaign.’

CHC workers contrasted their experience of campaigning with
the demoralisation of endless correspondence and negotiation.
‘There is so much to be gained by breaking out of the mould.
Being on a picket line, on a demonstration gives you a feeling of
solidarity, and a better awareness of your own power.’

The experience of many law centre workers of using legal re-
sources offered by the state has led them to conclude that the law,
as a promise of equality, is a sham. Besides, the procedures often
tie people up and slow them down.

Law centre workers we talked to were advising a group of ten-
ants fighting a redevelopment scheme. Faced with a choice of con-
tinuing to play along with the legal process for small returns, or
to expose the fraud, they decided the best course of action was to
abandon hopes of legal appeal and instead to physically face the
bulldozer in passive resistance with the tenants. They chose this
course both as a way of dramatising and strengthening working-
class action, and exposing the limitations of the view that justice
can be secured by legal procedures.

Rejectingmanagerial priorities. Thestate is a hierarchy—ormore
accurately a system of hierarchies. People working in the state
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This is also a politics which recognises the need to reintroduce a
measure of imagination into our political practice. The analysis in
Chapters 3 and 4 explained why so often what we want is not even
on the agenda of the state. We want housing that is better than
‘adequate’ and that meets the needs of all people, not just those of
the nuclear family. We want health care which helps us control
our own bodies and fight the causes of ill-health; education aimed
at encouraging co-operation not competition; a social security sys-
tem which does not bind women into the family. We know none
of these things are possible within a capitalist framework. Yet to
limit our action to demands for ‘more of the same’ is to fail to take
the opportunity to challenge capitalism fundamentally by rejecting
its agenda, its definitions, its social relations, and thus threaten its
stability. It also causes us to miss an opportunity to elaborate for
ourselves the kind of social organisation we would like to see.

Relations means sex and race

When you recognise that the struggle you are involved in is against
a certain form of relations it becomes clear that anti-sexist and
antiracist actions are an intrinsic part of them. Among the eco-
nomic demands so often posed by the trade unions, our demands
as women or as racial minorities so often seem to be extras tagged
on. Now we can see their centrality.

We know that the age-old pattern of unequal relations between
men andwomen has permeated capitalism from top to bottom. The
subordination of women is an integral part of the mode of domina-
tion that the state is involved in imposing. We have seen how it
is implicated by its policies towards the family and women’s work,
and by the daily practice of its many institutions. So our struggle
against sexism and against many aspects of the family that seem to
us constraining and deforming is an essential part of the struggle
against the ‘state form’.
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An aspect of the capital relation and the mould which the state
tries to impose is challenged every time men and women refuse
to define their relations in terms of marriage or try to form con-
tinuing alternative types of household. As women in the domestic
situation, every time we make an autonomous choice about how
we live ‘we are acting politically in relation to the state. The ques-
tion women face is to understand what the choices are and how
to defend them once made. The other side of the coin of women’s
subordination is the not merely dominant but domineering hetero-
sexuality of the culture we live in, which discriminates so painfully
against gay men and women and asexual people.

Again, once we focus on the relational aspect of the state we
see racism and imperialism within the capitalist system take on a
particular significance. The autonomous struggles of Caribbean or
Asian people in Britain, and of Irish Catholics, are in themselves
an important challenge to the state.

Now we have identified the kind of predicament we are in, the
kind of state we are up against and the kind of struggle we want,
we should look at what resources we currently have, what help
can be expected from traditional forms of working-class political
organisation: socialist parties, and the trade unions.

Disappointment in the parties

We have always looked to political parties for ideas about how best
to struggle, but it is striking that none of the people we interviewed
felt that political parties had anything useful to say about the sit-
uation in which they found themselves. They seemed to share the
view that neither the social-democratic parties (‘the state is on our
side andwe needmore of it’) like the Labour Party and increasingly
the Communist Party, nor the revolutionary parties (‘the state is
the enemy and we must smash it’) had very much to say about
what they should do in their daily practice in relation to the state.
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Stepping outside the brief. The state fragments responsibilities
in such a way that different people and different official bodies
have the job of dealing with one part and only that part of our
problems. Poor housing and poor health are defined and treated
as separate problems, even though we know how closely they are
related. These divisions of competence mean that the underlying
cause of many of our problems, the capitalist social relation, is ob-
scured. We ourselves often fail to see and respond to the problem
as a whole. As state workers somehow we have to find ways in
our struggle of rejecting these arbitrary divisions and organising
in such a way as to bring the totality into view.

CHC workers said: ‘We are meant to be attending to the NHS.
But we feel there is little to be done about health through the NHS.
Health problems arise through low income and poor living condi-
tions and hazardous work. A CHC should say ‘Stuff the NHS, we
are going to work on questions of health and safety. We believe
that exposing and understanding what is making people ill in this
community ismore important than helping themanagement to run
the NHS.’

They stepped outside their brief, identifying a certain factory as a
source of health hazard. A doctor was employed to visit the factory,
where the workers were struggling for union recognition. The doc-
tor was asked by the women workers to examine them. She made
a report for their use in their struggle, showing the extent among
them of skin disease and other illnesses due to working conditions.

Refusing official procedure. By the ritualised practices in which it
involves us, the state tends to prevent any direct disruptive expres-
sion of our needs. This dampening process seems to be the result
of’ representation’, of committee procedure, of the formula of ‘the
right to speak’ or to participate, confidentiality. Many productive
struggles against the state seem to include a refusal of such state
procedures. The process of choosing a representative and giving
over to her or him the power to negotiate, excludes the majority
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A group of Educational Welfare Officers fought first for the right
to have meetings alone, without superiors present, to discuss their
work collectively. Out of these meetings and the shared experience
of similar problems, they came to understand that truancy is not a
problem that arises in the home or in the child, so much as being
a problem for the school, created by the school. In doing so they
made a choice as to whose side they were on. The next step was to
try to develop more appropriate responses to truancy.

In housing, when the council tenant complains to the council of
dampness in a flat or house, frequently he or she meets with the
response ‘It’s your own fault.’

Group of tenants in Glasgow and Edinburgh insisted on reject-
ing the council’s definition of their problem and insisting on their
own. In Glasgow they organised a demonstration outside the coun-
cil’s show house on the estate and threatened to open up one of
the damp, inhabited houses as an alternative show house. They
carried rotting materials into the council chamber. In Edinburgh,
where dampness had been prevalent in many council flats, causing
sodden walls, fungus and ruined clothing as well as ill-health, the
council blamed the lifestyle of the tenants. They instructed them
to heat their homes 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and to leave
their windows open at the same time. Joint Damp Action Groups
formed to bring tenants together from a number of estates. They
compared notes with the Glasgow tenants. They tried for three
years all the normal procedures of letter writing, lobbying arid
deputations. Then they organised a mass complain-in, designed
to bring the housing maintenance section to a standstill. They oc-
cupied the Housing Committee and threatened a rent strike.

In Glasgow and Edinburgh, although they have not yet won the
struggle for damp-free houses, these groups have made their defi-
nition of the problem stick. Glasgow did award rate rebates, even
though they were small ones. Edinburgh has allocated approxi-
mately £250,000 to treat damp houses — not enough, but an admis-
sion of responsibility.
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Despite the fact that so many people these days are employed
by the state, in particular a very high percentage of socialist mili-
tants, both kinds of parties have tended to imply that if you do not
work on the factory floor, then political activity must be a matter
for evenings and weekends. This does not mean that state workers
have been discouraged from activity at the workplace, but that in
practice such activity has been confined to trade-union pressure
on pay and conditions. This is clearly an important area of strug-
gle, especially for the low paid – it may be more contradictory for
some state ‘professionals’ who already enjoy high salaries and priv-
ileged working conditions. But it is not enough. It does nothing to
challenge capital’s division of our day into ‘work’ and ‘home’. And
how do we find the energy to struggle at all if our ‘home’ worries
are never on the agenda?

Ironically, the political parties seem to ignore reality: the politics
of work and home. Work is seen only as ‘an economic relation;
home is defined as ‘private’. At worst they represent our worries
about developing a coherent practice in relation to the state as a
diversion from more important political tasks. At best, struggles
over such matters as how and what to teach in school; what social
work is or could be; what domestic relationships are or could be –
these things are valued as an added extra.

In many ways, the failure of socialist parties so far to address
themselves to our predicament with regard to the state is under-
standable in the light of history. The role of the state in class
struggle today is not the same as it was in the days when ‘clas-
sical’ marxist theory was developed. The problems of understand-
ing the role of the state in class struggle posed itself rather differ-
ently for Lenin, for example. In the society for which he was writ-
ing, workers didn’t have the same daily round of contacts with the
state educational and welfare agencies, nor did the state scrutinise
all wage agreements or maintain such close links with their trade
unions. The individual socialist’s most frequent direct contact with
the state agents was likely to be with the most overtly repressive
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parts of the state apparatus (police and army) and, although this
contact was certainly important, it presented no obvious theoreti-
cal difficulty.

Moreover, partly because of the limited extent of state in-
tervention, socialist political activity was much more clearly
concentrated in the party. Accordingly, Lenin could base his
writings on the state upon the assumption that the party existed
as a mediating link between the socialist and the state and that,
consequently, the only question about the state was the question
of the party’s strategy against it.

These discussions were, and still are, of great relevance to social-
ist practice. The injunction to smash the state is as important now
as it ever was. But it is not sufficient. It does not adequately tell
the socialist in daily contact with the state what smashing the state
means, and how s/he can shape her daily activity in such a way
that it becomes part of the struggle for socialism. For a teacher in
a classroom, the nature of the state is absolutely central, but party
strategy will be peripheral to her activity in the classroom unless
it addresses the problems she faces there. Or again, take the ex-
ample of council tenants taking action to compel the local council
to eradicate dampness in their houses. Their relation to the local
authority will generally be one of direct confrontation. Although
individual members of a tenants’ group may be members of politi-
cal parties or groupings, the group’s struggles rarely take the form
of party struggles (and certainly this is unlikely to be the most ef-
fective way of pursuing them).

Besides the limited range of issues to which the parties appear
able to address themselves, a further disincentive to many people
to joining them is the nature of their internal structure and ways
of acting. The narrow conception of ‘the political’ which tends to
exclude ‘the personal’ from its scope, and which has affected the
choice of issues on which to struggle, has often adversely affected
internal organisation too. Parties are in the main based on meth-
ods of representation in which the leadership gets detached from
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an emergency. It is because of this that so many state workers in
caring jobs, such as home helps, refuse to strike at all. A strategy
of continuing to provide resources while refusing to impose the
‘state form’ on them may be far more threatening to the state than
withdrawing labour. It will involve non-cooperation with manage-
ment, refusal to recognise hierarchies and orders, the introduction
of collective decision-making and new kinds of relationship with
‘clients’.

Defining our problem our way. The state, as we’ve seen, tends to
define things we experience as a problem in terms which we don’t
recognise. When we complain, the finger is pointed back at us.
We have to insist on defining our problem our way and refusing
to shoulder the blame when it rests not with us but with capitalist
ways of producing, and capitalist social relations.

How often, when we are ill, we are made to feel guilty. ‘I am at
risk of lung cancer because I’m addicted to cigarettes; I have liver
disease because I can’t resist drink.’

Area Health Authorities have a ‘health education’ budget allo-
cated for teaching the public about self-help, about self-discipline
in diet, drink and smoking.

The Community Health Council workers we talked to said ‘At
first we thought that health education was liberal nonsense. But
then we saw that it is possible to use these resources instead
for alerting people to the true causes of illnesses and addictions.
Through official “health education” it has been possible to explain
to people the environmental sources of cancer. They’ve seen how
the stress of work and worry caused by capitalist relations can
cause mental illness. And that a lot of over-eating is encouraged
by advertising. As a collective activity, identifying the true causes
of ill-health is one of the most consciousness-raising things there
can be.’

When children regularly refuse to attend school, the education
authorities seek the cause and put the blame on the child and the
family.
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of the T & GWU on assurance that neither jobs nor earnings would
be affected. Neither was any initiative to be taken against the cuts
by the Leeds Trades Council or political parties.

The Leeds Campaign Against the Cuts approached ‘Platform’, a
small rank-and-file group of busworkers in the city. All agreed that
the proposed cuts would affect both bus workers and community.
There would be loss of jobs, cuts in take-home pay and that half of
the population entirely dependent on public transport would suffer
as services deteriorated. It became clear that public transport was
an issue on which strong links between workers and consumers
were needed. A joint Public Transport Group was set up on which
they would work together.

Bus workers found that public protest about inadequate services
helped them to put pressure on union officials to considermoremil-
itant action against the cuts. They also found that, as theywere able
to point to inadequate staffing, lack of spare parts for buses, bus
users began to understand the connection between government
cuts and why ‘No Number 86 turned up the other night’. Organis-
ing a campaign together they later prevented fare increases of 24
per cent and plan in future to use the tactic of refusal to collect fares,
in which they feel the combined class strength of bus workers and
users can best be applied.

Especially for ‘professional’ state workers, to identify the class
structure of the conflict is not enough. It is also a question of decid-
ing personally which side you are on in the struggle and making it
material by what you do. This has occurred in many different inci-
dents, as when state social workers have reinforced tenants’ barri-
cades against state force; or when probation officers have refused
to give court reports on squatters.

The class-conscious choice of tactics must surely be extended to
strikes in the big public sector manual workers’ unions. The tactic
of dealing ‘only with emergencies’ is not always feasible. It is diffi-
cult to distinguish emergency cases from routine cases. Everyone
in receipt of meals-on-wheels will suffer without them, each one is
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the base. Often they seem to be insufficiently aware of what is
oppressive for women, black people, homosexuals or people with
little formal education. This has limited the practical use of the par-
ties to many potential members who feel excluded, subordinated or
underestimated within them.

These are some of the reasons, perhaps, why many socialist mil-
itants choose not to join a party at all. It is not to say that ‘party’
is irrelevant. People involved in struggle need others with whom
they can develop their ideas, we need mutual support, a class mem-
ory. Diffuse, spasmodic and localised activity will not in itself
be enough to bring about the fundamental social change that is
needed. The parties, though, are contradictory. And in the absence
of somemajor rethinking and restructuring, we are not able to look
to political parties for ideas or support in the particular matters ex-
plored here: everyday practice in and against the state.

Frustration in the unions

The second traditional channel for class struggle is the trade unions.
Many state workers in recent years have become unionised. Pub-
lic sector union membership has grown dramatically in the last
decade. This development is valuable. It has begun to give the
lowest paid state worker a new dignity. A black woman hospital
worker said to us: ‘We used to get treated like dirt, but since the
union became more active, they’ve got to treat us with more re-
spect.’ And union membership has helped some state ‘profession-
als’ to begin to see themselves as workers, and to see their relation
to the working-class movement.

People we interviewed in chapter 1, however, found that join-
ing a union was not a sufficient answer for them. The agenda of
most public sector unions is long on pay and conditions, but short
on matters concerning the content of the worker’s job. Questions
like the school examination system, the relationship of workers to
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patients in hospital, or the complexities of the social work relation,
do not take up much time in union meetings. More to the point,
public sector union practice seldom if ever challenges the social re-
lations implicit in the state. It doesn’t challenge hierarchy, division
of labour. Often quite distressing sexist and racist discrimination
goes without comment. Many state workers feel that they get little
help with a lot of the things that, as socialists, worry them about
their job. At worst, unions mirror the contradictions of the state
organisations in which they have come into existence.

In the wake of unionisation in the public sector, there has fol-
lowed a rapid growth of oppositionalmovementswithin the unions
— such as the National Union of Teachers Rank and File, NALGO
Action, and Redder Tape (in the Civil Service). Although very im-
portant as a challenge to bureaucratisation in the union they have
not provided the answer to our predicament about the state. Their
activity often concentrates on producing a more militant version
of the union’s demands.

The implications of conventional union action in the public
sector were highlighted by the winter strikes of 1978–79. These
strikes, which involved hospital workers, refuse workers, gravedig-
gers, school caretakers and others, painfully demonstrated the
contradiction between the need to defend the living standards of
public sector workers and the immediate consequences of this
action for the people who depend on the services these workers
provide. It was those who could not afford private treatment who
were most distressed by the disruption of the hospitals. It was
women, especially working mothers, who were most worried by
school caretakers refusing to open school gates and by later action
by the NUT in refusing to supervise dinnertime, letting children
loose to eat in the chippy and run on the streets.

The leadership of the public sector unions reasoned that pres-
sure put on the people by the interruption of public services be-
comes, indirectly, pressure put on the state, which will then accede
to union demands. But in this way the weakest, already suffering
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each other. Some groups have successfully resisted this divide-and-
rule tactic.

One Active Pensioners group, for example, are unusual in defin-
ing ‘pensioner’ as anyone in receipt of a state pension. So as well
as elderly people, disabled younger people can be members of their
group and their special problems included in campaigns.

The category of ‘community’ is itself ambiguous. In so far as
capitalism tends, with its brusque processes of development, rede-
velopment and decline, to ignore and trample on people’s attempts
to forge a sense of belonging, community is something to fight for.
But it is a concept often used in official discourse apparently to lo-
calise consciousness, to minimise any sense of class, by fomenting
rivalry and parochialism.

The Home Office Community Development Project was an in-
teresting example of a state programme, whose intention in this
respectwas diverted by theworkers in it. Manywere socialists, and
many more became so as a result of what they learned during the
course of the project. They were appointed to twelve different lo-
cal authorities around the country, mainly, though not exclusively,
in areas of inner city decline.

They were expected to study and analyse the problems within
their respective communities and try to develop community self-
help to overcome them. Instead, they rejected the definition of
‘community’ proposed by the state and its implied boundaries, and
compiled joint reports, comparing and analysing on a national level
so that the problem of each area came to be seen for what it was —
a product not of misfortune or fecklessness, but of capitalism.

Defining ourselves in class terms. The reality that is obscured by
individualisation and the misleading categories preferred by the
state is that of class. The aim of socialists in the state is therefore to
reveal the class nature of society and the state and to find material
ways of expressing this class awareness in their struggle.

In 1976 the West Yorkshire Transport Executive announced cuts
of £50,000 in the bus budget. This was accepted by the local branch
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want us to. Some of us say “No, we’ve got to be anarchic, fuck
them up every which way we can, so that they take notice that
we’re here”.’

So often, we are asked to compete with each other as individu-
als or families. Sometimes people see through this trap and find
another way of doing things.

Tenants at Sporle Court, an unhealthy block of flats in Battersea,
were all hoping for transfers to better estates. With help from the
local Peoples Aid and Action Centre, they employed a doctor to
interview and examine all the people living there, seventeen fam-
ilies in all. A report resulted which demonstrated that every one
of them required rehousing on medical and medico-psychological
grounds on account of their housing condition, and they were able
to use this in support of their transfer campaign.

Perhaps the private corner into which the state and capital has
driven us most relentlessly is in the household of the nuclear fam-
ily. So it is from there that every little step outwards towards a
deprivatising, a social sharing both of functions like dealing with
Social Security, but also a spreading of the burdens and rewards of
care, can be a challenge not only to ‘state form’ but to one. of the
foundations of capitalist organisation.

Rejecting misleading categories. The state habitually addresses
us according to categories which, though not entirely false, in that
they do reflect an aspect of our real situation, are nonetheless mis-
leading and (as with individualisation) tend to obscure the reality
of our identity.

It is impossible altogether to reject these categories, since they
refer to part of our experience. But we can in our struggles try to
supercede them and act on more widely shared interests. This has
often been recognised by people involved in ‘community action’,
who have tried, for instance, to forge working links between coun-
cil tenants and direct labour building workers, or to bring owner-
occupiers and tenants into joint action over housing improvement.
Officially-preferred categories so often confuse and set us against
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from the mean level of state services, doubly suffer from their with-
drawal. Even this strategy is not available to certain groups of state
workers, who do not have a ready ‘public’ to use as their weapon:
research workers, for instance, and community workers.

The impact of the winter strikes on the state and on capital was
difficult to assess. And newspapers and television stirred up the
issues, scapegoating the strikers. But many people not known for
their right-wing views commented that theywere hurting ordinary
peoplemore than the government. It became clear that in future pe-
riods of industrial action more imaginative forms of action would
have to be developed.

Further, strikes in the public sector have not always been partic-
ularly successful in terms of their objectives. We cannot pretend
that withdrawing labour has the same effect on the state as on pri-
vate capital. Precisely because it hurts working-class people more
than the state, such action does not impose very effective sanctions
on the state. Indeed, a strike in a hospital, for example, may be par-
tially welcomed bymanagement because its tight financial position
is eased by not having to payout wages during the strike. Taking
the private sector as a model for action is not appropriate.

Strike action is important for building up confidence in self-
organisation, and an ability to struggle further together. It breaks
down the isolation imposed in the workplace; the experience
of a picket line, blacking movement of goods and services, il-
lustrates dramatically working-class solidarity. And an ability
to defend wages and conditions is necessary before any further
developments can be expected.

[The following text appears in a separate box on page 89]

Heralded by the press as a ‘wreckers’ charter’, NUPE’s
leaflet sets out some new ideas about fighting the cuts
aimed specifically at hitting at management.
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• Work to rule and refuse to cooperate with employ-
ers who are making cuts.

• Rearrange work schedules — without discussion
with employers to offset the effects of cuts.

• Refuse to work with private contractors.

• Hold meetings, demonstrations or token strikes at
times when it will hurt the employers most.

These are just outlines of what can be done. The most ef-
fective tactics will depend on the kind of work being done
by our members and the nature of the cuts the employer
is trying to make.

How it can work

If you are confronted with cuts — get your Union Steward
or Branch Secretary to organise a meeting where all of
the workers affected can discuss the most effective action.
A few examples will show how:

1. The number of town hall cleaners is cut. Members
decide to reduce their workload to compensate for
the cuts. They agree that the council chamber com-
mittee rooms, mayor’s parlour and offices of the
senior council officials will not be cleaned.

2. A hospital is understaffed because of cuts. Cater-
ing staff re-arrange work schedules which make it
impossible to provide refreshments for any meet-
ings held at the hospital. Nursing staff insist on
adequate cover for wards at all times Porters find it
impossible to undertake any jobs other than those
strictly laid down in their official duties.

3. Catering staff at town hall hold a token strike
which makes it impossible to serve meals to the
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The teachers we talked to, particularly Mary, had found that
when they organised collectively it was possible to give each other
support to work in a way which challenged prevailing attitudes
in the school. Teachers of different subjects started using their
free periods to sit in the classroom for each other’s lessons, so that
they could discuss problems together afterwards. This was done
without the knowledge of the school authorities. The arrangement
helped the teachers to develop socialist ideas about their work and
to combat the isolation they otherwise felt.

Mary also worked in a department with a number of other so-
cialist teachers. Collective commitment to certain activities like
showing films against racism enabled them to widen the scope of
what they were able to do. ‘Because the whole department decide
to do something, there is no way they can stop us doing it.’

Simply to refuse to act individualistically and to insist on col-
lective organisation can be clearly threatening to state institutions
that are themselves bureaucratically arranged.

The law centre workers told us: ‘We have ten workers. Origi-
nally there were official appointments: so many typists, so many
receptionists, a book-keeper, a community worker and a number
of solicitors. Although we tried to run it collectively even then, the
collective discussions were really only about administration, how
to give the clients a better service. That was the way the original
group had planned it. Now it is different. We have really shared
things out more equally. The typists have begun to do the same
work as everyone else. Everyone shares the typing and reception
work, the chores.

There has been official criticism of this. They think each centre
like ours ought to have a director, and there should be a central
management committee. Collective running upsets them. They
want one person in control so that they can contact that person
regularly and make them responsible, sack them if necessary.
There has been a whole lot of discussion among the workers about
whether we should co-operate in this, do it the way the sponsors
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Chapter 6 — Oppositional
possibilities

None of the people we talked to in chapter 1 were involved in any
particularly dramatic forms of class conflict, yet each was able to
identify some spacewithin the conditions of their relationshipwith
the state in which they could resist or challenge the forms of rela-
tions imposed on them. Sometimes they suspected the possibility
was there but had not known how to use it, or had felt the costs
too great or that they did not have sufficient support from others.

From the experience of these people, as well as from our own
experience as ‘clients’ andworkers in the state, and from the stories
of others we have talked to or read about, we can begin to piece
together some examples of oppositional action which illustrate the
variety of ways in which the ‘state form’ encompasses us and ways
in which we can begin to resist it.

We realise that these struggles, in themselves are not enough.
They are often small, fragmented and isolated. We use them to
illustrate possible tactics to challenge the state form of relations,
not as an overall strategy for superceding capitalism. They and
a growing network of struggles like them are essential, but their
significance depends on the extent to which they are integrated
into the general struggle for socialism.

Overcoming individualisation. The state tends to individualise us,
to diminish our awareness of having a class interest. We can only
reassert our class identity therefore by collective struggle. Often it
is the most productive course of action too.
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council members’ dining room when the council is
meeting.

4. School meals staff, when numbers are reduced or
hours cut, refuse to accept extra work or to work
faster. The serving of meals is delayed, clearing up
is delayed and classes cannot resume on time.

These are just a few examples but they show how NUPE
members can force employers to face up to the conse-
quences of any cuts they make.

However, state services, as we have seen, have not developed
simply in response to working-class needs and demands. On the
contrary, they have as much to do with maintaining the capital
relation as with mitigating its harsher consequences. There must
therefore be ways in which ‘industrial action’ can damage the state
without disrupting so divisively the provision of needed and useful
services to the working class.

The effect of the current policies and practices of the public sec-
tor unions has been that many people who are really concerned
about their work, who chose it precisely because it was ‘worth-
while’ work, of use to people, often refuse to join a union. It is
not only reactionaries who have been non-militants. People feel
‘if you care for people you can’t join in with the union’.

The result of the unions’ inability to disentangle the contradic-
tions of the state, to recognise that it is the state’s resources we
need, its relations we don’t, has had two harmful effects, therefore.
The trade unions are not as big or as strong as they otherwisemight
be. And ‘clients’ of state services have not been able to give their
wholehearted support to union action.
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Autonomous struggles

We saw that (especially in the 1960s) struggles sprang up outside
party and union frameworks. We mentioned the Campaign for Nu-
clear Disarmament, the Women’s Movement, the actions of racial
minorities and of students. We saw that what was significant about
themwas that they were not limited, as parties and unions so often
are, to negotiating the best terms possible within a totally unac-
ceptable mode of production, but rather that they challenged and
confronted capitalist social relations by raising questions that are
entirely unresolvable within it. It is no coincidence that, in order
to do this, they stepped outside conventional forms of socialist or-
ganisation. To oppose relations you need to develop new relations
of struggle too.

A second important characteristic of these movements is that
they assert that the first step in entering struggle is to understand
and act on our own, first-hand experience. This contrasts with the
parties, which, drawing their membership from a wide range of
people, in many types of situation, offer them a line, and the line is
brought to bear in the analysis of each new situation as it develops.

The respect for first-hand experience has, for instance, been an
important underpinning of this book~ It is-reflected-in the way we
have tried to begin a discussion of theory and tactics with the care-
fully recorded words of people who are actually involved. Listen-
ing to what people have to say and helping others to hear it is the
only way to understand capitalist relations. They are essentially
personal.

Because it more effectively challenges relations, autonomous
struggle can sometimes be more threatening to the state than party
and union practices — so often pitched at the level of resource
demands for more pay, or more houses. However, many of the
struggles that have gone under the name ‘community action’
have illustrated the weakness of autonomous organisation. It
is based on first-hand experience of bad housing, homelessness,
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the indignities and impoverishment of ‘claiming’, the rip-off
of supermarket shopping and so on. But too often it has not
moved ‘onwards from the sharpness of the personal experience
to a realisation of the source of the predicament. Community
organisations have often been small and short-lived, competitive
and divisive. They have failed to understand the nature of the
state and have sometimes been co-opted by the mechanisms the
state has produced to integrate them. A consciousness of class
was often missing.

Secondly, just as what the party and the union have to offer
is so often ‘after-hours’ activity, attending meetings and dis-
tributing leaflets rather than actually transforming the way we
do our job from nine till five, so autonomous struggle has often
been more a question of consciousness-raising than material
counter-organisation.
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